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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Virtual worlds are sometimes described as “massively multiplayer games” (MMGs) or “massively
multiplayer online role-playing games” (MMPORGs). MMGs leverage the scale of the internet to
involve thousands of people at once in a shared gaming experience. Some virtual worlds offer a
fantasy world wherein players must engage in quests to achieve power and wealth, such as
Entropia Universe, EVE Online, and World of Warcraft. Other virtual worlds give its users the
opportunity to create, innovate and monetize their creations in these worlds. Such worlds do not
have a goal and rather provides a platform for users to explore and create. MMGs are very
popular, engaging more than 100 million gamers per month and generating more than $4 billion
per year in subscription revenue for game companies. To many players of these games, their
virtual experiences are just as “real” as real-world experiences. Virtual worlds offer a form of
entertainment. Sociologists and psychologists have studied virtual worlds with great interest and
it is generally accepted that the virtual world “avatar” forms part of the real-world individual’s
identity and acts as an extension of real individuals.
Many virtual worlds have their own in-world economy that is based on an in-world virtual
currency. Avatars often play the role of consumer and entrepreneur within virtual worlds. The
type and amount of economic activity varies according to the rules of the virtual world and the
degree to which economic activity is encouraged by the virtual world operators. Players can
participate in economic activity in-world by participating in activities that reward them with inworld currency, trading items or by converting real-world currency into virtual currency through a
currency exchange. Other worlds encourage economic activity by encouraging its users to
create and design items or services in these virtual worlds that they could then monetize by
selling to other users. Some worlds allow virtual world currency to be exchanged to real-world
currency. Thus, virtual worlds beget own virtual economies that have ties to the real world
economy. A European survey conducted in 2007 with virtual world users found that 70% of
respondents conducted commercial activities in a virtual world.
As virtual economies grow, some players have seized opportunities to earn money through
actions that would be characterized as fraud in the real-world – by stealing, duping other
players, and running Ponzi schemes. In virtual environments, users maintain a cloak of
anonymity and economic transactions are barely regulated if at all and thus the potential for
fraud is high. Virtual world players are soft targets for cybercriminals and a European survey
indicated that 30% of users recently lost some form of virtual property through fraud.
This paper discusses examples of economic fraud conducted in virtual worlds that have resulted
in a loss to consumers in these virtual worlds. Notably, virtual world operators have in some
cases stated that these fraudulent actions are merely “part of the game”, denying all
responsibility and liability for these actions and refusing to compensate players who have lost
money to these schemes. Virtual world consumers are often unable to seek redress or
compensation for their loss.
Some virtual worlds, such as Entropia Universe and EVE Online, host user-run banks. There
have been examples of bank runs in EVE Online valued at $150,000 USD and $5,100 USD but
according to the game operator, this was part of game play so no compensation or redress was
offered to victims. A bank run in Second Life valued at $750,000 USD of lost money resulted in a
change of Second Life policies. Individuals must demonstrate that they have a real-world bank
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charter in order to operate a bank or financial institution in Second Life. Second Life also offered
a securities market, though one notable stock exchange closed due to pervasive problems with
false information and rampant speculation. There have been reports of investment fraud in
Second Life, EVE Online and Entropia Universe. In EVE Online and Entropia, the virtual world
operators state that these practices are part of gameplay and have not punished the offending
player or provided redress for victims.
Some virtual worlds prohibit the trade of virtual currency to real world currency in efforts to keep
the virtual economy contained. One such world is World of Warcraft and yet the controversial
practice of real money trading persists with reports of gold farming by low-wage workers in
China.
Virtual worlds can also be used as a vehicle for real-world crimes. For example, payment system
chargeback fraud is more prevalent for transactions involving digital goods than for physical
goods. Security experts have noted a large growth in the malware and phishing attempts
directed at virtual worlds which could result in identity theft. Fraudsters are also increasingly
attracted to virtual worlds, where there are numerous ways they can attempt to steal private data
for fraud. There have been reported examples of real world arrests and convictions of individuals
who committed real world crimes such as assault, extortion, or in one extreme case, murder, in
order to personally gain virtual assets, be it virtual goods or virtual currencies.
Virtual world assets have also been used for fraudulent activities in the real world. For example,
law enforcement agencies have noticed that virtual worlds are used for money laundering.
Virtual worlds have few if any means of monitoring financial activity, sparse due diligence, and
rarely are there mandated forms or reports to complete for moving money. Virtual worlds have
thus attracted scrutiny by real-world regulators and legal scholars and much discussion has
surfaced regarding whether real-world laws should apply to virtual worlds. Given that individuals
view the avatar as a virtual extension of themselves, this begs the question of whether real-world
rights should extend to the avatar and whether traditional notions of property rights and
consumer protection should apply to virtual avatars participating in virtual economies.
Efforts to set up in-world justice systems for virtual world fraud have not been successful and
where virtual consumers lose money in a virtual world due to fraud, they are unable to find
compensation for their losses, as the harshest sanction for a virtual world operator is to banish
the offending player from the virtual world. The operator will not issue refunds. In some cases,
virtual world players have turned to real world authorities for assistance. Some countries such as
the Netherlands have seen criminal convictions flowing from virtual fraud, but law enforcement
agencies are still learning about virtual worlds.
Virtual world operators use the End-User License Agreement (EULA) or Terms of Service to
govern over the players of the game. The EULA is a non-negotiable instrument to which
consumers must agree in order to play and establishes the virtual world operator’s unequivocal
right to take unilateral actions in-world and with player accounts. Consumers should be made
more aware of the risks to their in-world assets and property. Users may not be so aware that it
is a possibility that providers may permanently delete or confiscate assets without warning, thus
users should be aware of this fact and take it into account when valuing assets. Some virtual
world EULAs also attempt to limit the operator’s liability, stipulate mandatory arbitration or
jurisdiction in their terms. The enforceability of these terms in real world courts have been
questioned and in one case in the United States, the court ruled that a mandatory arbitration
term in the Linden Lab Terms of Service was unconscionable and thus unenforceable.
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Real world case law is not yet helpful as it remains unclear what the legal status and rights of
virtual world users and providers are in relation to property rights and contractual obligations. At
the moment, there does not appear to be any Canadian case law pertaining to virtual worlds. If a
consumer turned to real-world courts in an effort to assert rights over virtual assets in a virtual
world or to seek damages for a wrong conducted in a virtual world, there would be several
complicated legal issues at play. Where an in-game fraud was perpetrated by a third party that is
not the world operator, such as another player, the consumer may not be able to ascertain the
real-world identity of the perpetrator in order to seek justice in real-world courts. For example,
questions of jurisdiction and the applicability of certain terms in the EULA such as mandatory
arbitration clauses may need to be resolved before the merit of the heart of the dispute can be
examined. Resolving these questions will likely take years to resolve in court. The experience of
American cases dealing with virtual world disputes shows that commenced actions have
resulted in settlements. Unfortunately, this does not advance legal precedent or provide greater
clarity for consumers wishing to seek justice through real-world courts.
Real-world regulators around the world have been examining virtual world economies and
contemplating whether real-world regulation should be applied to financial transactions
conducted in-world, for example, applying securities and payments regulations with a view to
providing greater consumer protection to virtual world users. These discussions are only in
nascent stages and should be monitored to ensure that consumer protection is at the forefront.
Experts suggest that the future of virtual worlds has not yet been realized and are only now in
the startup phase with a number of isolated virtual worlds. Experts predict that virtual worlds will
go mainstream as kids and tweens are participating in virtual worlds that target them.
As virtual worlds continue growing as economic spaces for consumer participation, consumer
protection will be of utmost importance. Virtual world experiences are now blending into social
networking websites and other areas of electronic commerce. Further research should be done
on specific consumer issues, such as virtual currency as legal tender, liability for economic
transactions in virtual worlds, monitoring consumer dispute resolution processes in-world and
with the virtual world operator, and avatar privacy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual worlds are online role-playing games, which provide an online experience in which
registered players can explore the world and build connections. Virtual worlds are increasingly
popular and provide a seamless experience for millions of avatars to participate at the same
time. Some virtual worlds have an extensive backstory that provides the context for player
quests, while other virtual worlds have no goal and exist to provide a space for player creations
and activities. Sociologists and psychologists have studied virtual worlds with great interest and
it is generally accepted that the virtual world “avatar” forms part of the real-world individual’s
identity and acts as an extension of real individuals.
Many virtual worlds have their own in-world economy 1 that is based on an in-world currency.
Players can participate in economic activity in-world by participating in activities that reward
them with in-world currency, trading items or by converting real-world currency into virtual
currency through a currency exchange. Some worlds allow virtual world currency to be
exchanged to real-world currency. Thus, virtual worlds beget own virtual economies that have
ties to the real world economy.
Several commentators have attempted to estimate the GDP and value of economic transactions
in virtual worlds. Estimates have valued transactions between $200 million and several billion
dollars per year. 2 Without question, virtual worlds present valuable economic opportunities for its
users.
As virtual economies grow, some players have seized opportunities to earn money through
actions that would be characterized as fraud in the real-world – by stealing, duping other
players, and running Ponzi schemes. Virtual world operators have in some cases stated that
these fraudulent actions are merely “part of the game”, denying all responsibility and liability for
these actions and refusing to compensate players who have lost money to these schemes.
Virtual world assets have also been used for questionable activities in the real world. For
example, law enforcement agencies have noticed that virtual worlds are used for money
laundering. Virtual worlds have thus attracted scrutiny by real-world regulators and legal
scholars and much discussion has surfaced regarding whether real-world laws should apply to
virtual worlds. Given that individuals view the avatar as a virtual extension of themselves, this
begs the question of whether real-world rights should extend to the avatar and whether
traditional notions of property rights and consumer protection should apply to virtual avatars
participating in virtual economies.
This paper studies virtual worlds and how consumers interact with virtual economies in these
worlds. In particular, examples of fraud in virtual worlds are canvassed with an examination of
how virtual consumers were affected. Attention is focused on consumer protection in virtual
worlds through social norms and in-world dispute resolution mechanisms. We also examine how
real-world laws have been applied to virtual worlds.

1

For the purposes of this paper, “in-world” will refer to activities in the virtual world, as opposed to “real world”
activities.
2
S. Gregory Boyd & Matthew E. Moersfelder, “Global Business in the Metaverse: Money Laundering and Securities
Fraud” The SciTech Lawyer (Winter 2007) at 4.
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2. METHODOLOGY
This study aims to examine consumer protection in virtual worlds that have developed
economies linked to real currency, with a focus on what consumer protection mechanisms are in
place, such as disclosures, consumer complaint mechanisms and redress where consumers are
financially defrauded within virtual worlds.
In order to study virtual worlds, PIAC set up avatars in virtual worlds Second Life and Entropia
Universe to better understand how consumer transactions work in these virtual worlds. 3 PIAC’s
avatars explored in these virtual worlds to better understand how the virtual economies function.
In particular, PIAC
PIAC also conducted an extensive review of secondary sources on virtual worlds and consumer
protection. This research surveyed the extent of consumer fraud and the level of consumer
protection available to virtual consumers in these virtual worlds. PIAC also consulted with realworld regulators to understand what real world limits are placed on in-world play and
transactions emanating from virtual worlds to the real world.

3. WHAT ARE VIRTUAL WORLDS?
Virtual worlds are sometimes described as “massively multiplayer games” (MMGs) or “massively
multiplayer online role-playing games” (MMPORGs). MMGs leverage the scale of the internet to
involve thousands of people at once in a shared gaming experience. 4 MMGs are very popular,
engaging more than 100 million gamers per month and generating more than $4 billion per year
in subscription revenue for game companies. 5 Castronova suggests that the growth in the
number of virtual worlds was spurred by a growth in user base and revenues from monthly
subscription fees. 6
There are many different styles of MMGs, but they all share common characteristics. For
example, players are represented in the game by an “avatar”, a word that originally came from
Sanskrit and means “divine incarnation”. MMGs continuously run regardless of whether the
avatar is playing and never end. MMGs typically follow similar models of operation and control
by an entity that monitors and maintains the virtual world through a contractual relationship with
players through the End User License Agreement (EULA) or Terms of Service that must be
accepted when the player installs relevant software or logs in to the game’s website. 7 Thus,
virtual worlds are a type of “walled garden” in cyberspace, built by private companies for their
subscribers and controlled by the games’ creators. The company that runs the MMG usually
3

PIAC originally sought to set up an avatar in There.com but learned that There.com had been closed by the
operators. There.com's closure is discussed later in this report.
4
Scott Jennings, Massively Multiplayer Games for Dummies (Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley Publishing Inc., 2006) at p.
12.
5
Chris Bennett, “Massively Multiplayer Online Games and the Law” 8 Internet and E-Commerce Law in Canada
(2007-08) at p. 33.
6
Edward Castronova, “Virtual Worlds: A First-Hand Account of Market and Society on the Cyberian Frontier” CESifo
Working Paper No. 618 (2001).
7
Tal Z. Zarsky, “Thinking outside the box: considering transparency, anonymity, and pseudonymity as overall
solutions to the problems of information privacy in the Internet society” (2004) 58 University of Miami Law Review
1301. See also Cory Ondrejka, “Aviators, Moguls, Fashionistas and Barons: Economics and Ownership in Second
Life” Social Science Research Network (2004), online at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=614663.
Ondrejka was formerly the VP Product Development of Linden Lab until December 2007.
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charges a monthly fee that pays for the game’s internet usage, server hosting, and frequent
updates that change the game’s world.
Some MMGs are designed with a gaming stake in mind - the MMG follows a storyline that tracks
the avatar’s growth with a conflict at its core. Examples of MMGs are World of Warcraft,
EverQuest, and EVE Online. Other MMGs differ as they are not centered around a conflict or
solving quests. Rather, avatars are given tools or the opportunity to seek out tools to “live” within
the virtual world. The tools can be used for creative play, for example, to build a home within the
virtual world, to set up a storefront, or to socialize with other avatars. These virtual worlds have
been described as a combination of “interactive 3D graphics, simulation technology, virtual
reality, Voice over Internet Protocol, rich digital media to provide users with limitless ability to
communicate, collaborate and explore.” 8 Examples of such virtual worlds include Second Life
and There.com.
Celia Pearce and Artemesia note that play communities are not new or unique to the internet
and the growing popularity of MMGs is merely a variety of adult play communities enabled by
the emergence of digital networks as networks amplify scale, progression, and geographical
reach of these play communities. 9 Virtual worlds share a set of conventions that are proven over
time to enhance player experiences and reinforce an “active creation of belief.” 10
Several principle characteristics can be found in virtual worlds that distinguish them from games.
First, virtual worlds are spatial and contiguous, meaning that they are geographically contiguous
and spatially continuous. This lends virtual worlds to the ability to be endlessly explored by its
avatar inhabitants. Virtual words are persistent, meaning that they are “on” all of the time. People
are represented within these virtual worlds by a persistent identity, typically known as an “avatar”
who can inhabit the world and consequentially participate in the world. As well, there is a sense
of “worldness” in the virtual world, meaning it is embodied by a sense of coherence,
completeness, and consistency within the world’s environment, aesthetics, and rules. 11
Pearce and Artemesia also describe a spectrum of virtual worlds ranging from fixed synthetic to
co-created worlds. Fixed synthetic worlds reflect the designer’s imagination and the designer
has absolute control over the game’s narratives, mechanics, rewards and penalties, geographic
and architectural design. These worlds tend to have strong themes and are accompanied by an
overarching story line with smaller subnarratives. Players will follow a fairly prescribed trajectory
of gameplay. On the other end of the spectrum are co-created worlds, with foregrounds that are
the imagination of the players where the environments are designed for spontaneous play and
creative contribution. These worlds encourage “productive play” wherein avatars engage in
content creation within the parameters of the world’s design or participate in work-like activities.
These virtual worlds provide spaces for players to build and design and tools for players to
create their own artifacts. Players may be able to purchase or introduce their own creations into
the world’s economy. 12
8

Elizabeth Hodge et al., The Virtual Worlds Handbook: How to Use Second Life and Other 3D Virtual Environments
(Sudbury, Massachusetts: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2011) at iii.
9
Celia Pearce and Artemesia, Communities of Play: Emergent Cultures in Multiplayer Games and Virtual Worlds
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2009) at pp. 3 and 5.
10
Celia Pearce and Artemesia, Communities of Play: Emergent Cultures in Multiplayer Games and Virtual Worlds
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2009) at p. 18.
11
Celia Pearce and Artemesia, Communities of Play: Emergent Cultures in Multiplayer Games and Virtual Worlds
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2009) at p. 18.
12
Celia Pearce and Artemesia, Communities of Play: Emergent Cultures in Multiplayer Games and Virtual Worlds
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2009) at pp. 30-31.
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Figure 1: Examples of different virtual worlds positioned on the spectrum of fixed synthetic vs. co-created
13
worlds (Image: Pearce)

Co-created worlds may encourage economic activity in-world through productive play. These
virtual world economies may use virtual currencies that can translate into real-world currency,
such as in Second Life and There.com.
To many players of these games, their virtual experiences are just as “real” as real-world
experiences. Virtual worlds offer a form of entertainment and a means of escapism in which
there are unlimited opportunities for self-expression and creation. Many academics have studied
how virtual world experiences are part of, and indeed contribute to the furthering of, an
individual’s identity and the psychology behind avatars. 14 The flexibility of avatar appearance
and the degree to which individuals will customize their avatar traits shows the link of the avatar
to its controller. One survey suggested that 20% of participants in virtual worlds identify their
virtual place as their primary “home”. 15 Thus, avatars live in worlds that are “real” to participants.
For the purposes of this paper, we refer to any online environment that includes interactions
between avatars and a virtual economy as a “virtual world”.

4. VIRTUAL WORLD ECONOMIES
Avatars often play the role of consumer and entrepreneur within virtual worlds. The type and
amount of economic activity varies according to the rules of the virtual world and the degree to
which economic activity is encouraged by the virtual world operators.
In co-created or “metaverse” virtual worlds described above, the virtual world economy is often
linked to the real world. In these worlds, in-world assets can be converted to real-world
currencies and vice versa. This can be seen, for example, in Second Life’s recognition of
intellectual property rights for assets created in-world by avatars and its policy encouraging the
exchange of real money for virtual world currency (and vice versa) on third party websites.
Economic participation of avatars in these types of worlds often manifests in three forms: using

13

Celia Pearce and Artemesia, Communities of Play: Emergent Cultures in Multiplayer Games and Virtual Worlds
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2009) at p. 32 – Figure 2.1.
14
See for example, Jon Garon, “Playing in the Virtual Arena: Avatars, Publicity and Identity Reconceptualized through
Virtual Worlds and Computer Games” 11 Chapman Law Review (2008), online:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1334950. See also Susan P. Crawford, “Who’s in Charge of Who
I Am? Identity and Law Online” 49 New York Law School Law Review (2004), online:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=796844.
15
Statistic cited by Marc Goodman, Senior Advisor, Interpol Steering Committee on Information Technology Crime, in
a presentation: “Virtual World Crime” delivered at the Council of Europe Octopus Interface Conference (March 2009).
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the virtual world as a conduit to real-world business, pure-play virtual businesses, or a hybrid of
these two forms.
MMGs that fall more towards the fixed synthetic side of the virtual world spectrum may not have
a developed virtual economy that has express ties to the real world economy. These games
allow in-world trade of goods and services. However, in-world assets remain the property of the
game company and have no legitimate real-world value. In most cases, the virtual world
operator expressly prohibits the trade of in-world resources in the real world for real world
currency (for example on online auction sites) in their Terms of Service. However, this practice
still persists meaning that the virtual world economy interacts with the real world economy.
Virtual world players are willing to invest real economic resources such as through monthly
account fees or to buy virtual currency to spend in-world. As well, players spend a significant
amount of time in these virtual worlds devoted to productive play to accumulate wealth and
status in these worlds. Virtual goods have demonstrated utility to the player and thus, goods and
services of virtual economies have a demonstrable economic value. Below, we review features
of a few popular virtual world economies that have ties to the real world and explain how players
participate in these economies.
A report by the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) in 2007 found that
there were a billion registered virtual world users in the world. 16 In a survey conducted with 1500
respondents from the UK, Sweden and Germany, ENISA found that 70% of respondents
conducted commercial activities in a virtual world. 11% of respondents conducted commercial
activities on a daily basis, while 23% conducted commercial activities on a weekly basis and
22% conducted commercial activities on a monthly basis.
Some attempts have been made to estimate the value of transactions conducted in virtual
worlds. David Birch estimated that $400 million was traded in Asian virtual worlds in 2006 with
their GDP around $8 billion. 17

4.1. Second Life
Linden Lab was founded in 1999 by Philip Rosedale to “create a revolutionary new form of
shared experience, where individuals jointly inhabit a 3D landscape and build the world around
them.” 18 Second Life was launched in 2003 as a virtual community designed by its users. 19 The
world provides opportunities for designers, builders, coders, promoters, solution providers, and
merchants to participate in a parallel world and within a parallel economy. Second Life
experienced an extraordinary growth rate in 2005, and in a January 2008 Second Life Key
Metrics Report, Canada was ranked as the 9th most active country on Second Life with 17,307
active avatars, representing 3.18% of active avatars on Second Life. 20 The latest Q3 2011
16

European Network and Information Security Agency, “Virtual Worlds, Real Money: Security and Privacy in
Massively-Multiplayer Online Games and Social and Corporate Virtual Worlds” (November 2008). This figure includes
multiple users – that is, users that are registered on multiple virtual worlds.
17
David Birch, “Virtual Worlds: regulating virtual worlds: current, and future issues” 9 E-Commerce Law & Policy
(2007).
18
“Linden Lab: About”, online: http://www.lindenlab.com/about.
19
Second Life, online: http://www.secondlife.com.
20
Meta Linden, “Key Economic Metrics through January 2008” Official Second Life Blog (22 February 2008) originally
online at: http://blog.secondlife.com/2008/02/22/key-economic-metrics-through-january-2008/, now online at:
http://lindenlab.wordpress.com/2008/02/22/key-economic-metrics-through-january-2008/. The country with the most
avatars in January 2008 was the United States, with 190,018 active avatars. The next most active countries are
Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, Brazil, France, Italy, the Netherlands, followed by Canada.
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statistics show that there were 1,046,000 average monthly logged in users. 21
There is no cost to become a resident of Second Life. The Second Life viewer program is
available for free, as is the registration process. Users create an avatar - an online character
whose appearance may be adapted to the user’s preference. Each character begins with a free
starter pack of clothes and useful items. A premium membership is available for $9.95 a month,
$22.50 quarterly or $72 per year. Premium members are given a private virtual home, L$300 of
virtual currency deposited to their account every week, weekly rewards, exclusive mainland
building rights and immediate access to adult-only areas. 22 Avatars can participate in various
social activities with other residents.

Figure 2: PIAC's Second Life avatar at a country club

The impetus for many participants’ involvement in Second Life lives in its virtual economy.
Second Life has its own virtual currency, named the Linden dollar, which is an internal unit-oftrade with real market value. Linden dollars represent a limited license right governed solely by
the terms of the end-user license agreement and Linden does not recognize cash value for
items. 23 Linden dollars can be bought and sold with real currency on the LindeX exchange or on
unaffiliated third party exchange sites. In the 2011 Q3 report on Second Life’s economy, Linden
Lab reported that the Second Life economy remained stable. 24 There was an average of
475,000 active economic participants each month. The average exchange rate was 251 L$ for
every US dollar. The L$ supply continued to demonstrate growth, bringing the equivalent US
dollar value of all customer-held L$ to US $29.3 million. There are many opportunities for
economic transactions in Second Life, including at Second Life’s securities exchanges such as
21

Second Life, “The Second Life Economy in Q3 2011” (14 October 2011), online:
http://community.secondlife.com/t5/Featured-News/The-Second-Life-Economy-in-Q3-2011/ba-p/1166705.
22
Second Life, “Second Life Premium Benefits”, online: http://secondlife.com/landing/premium.
23
Currency is limited by a license available for purchase or free distribution and the operator has the absolute right to
manage, regulate, control, modify and/or eliminate it. See Second Life, “Terms of Service”, online:
http://secondlife.com/corporate/tos.php.
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the World Stock Exchange. In 2007, the Second Life GDP was reportedly $550 million a year. 25

Figure 3: ATMs offering currency exchange of real dollars to Linden dollars using various forms of payment
(MasterCard, VISA, PayPal) – one location came from a search result for “bank”

Regular gameplay includes the creation and sale of goods. Reports suggest that users conduct
transactions that cumulatively involve more than $144 million US$ each day. 26 Second Life does
not have an end-result or designed objective, instead it is a place for residents to explore, meet
and create at their will. Second Life promotes the ability of residents to retain ownership of their
virtual creations and to own virtual real estate, effectively creating virtual property rights.
Residents own intellectual property of their creations and they can sell these creations. Lucrative
careers may be forged within Second Life. Some users have earned up to $150,000 USD a year
for their efforts. 27 Statistics in 2008 indicated that 61,000 users maintained a positive cash flow
earning actual income in Second Life and of these users, 211 earned virtual currency worth at
least $5,000 USD per month through selling virtual goods or virtual real estate. 28
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Robert Freeman, How to Make Real Money in Second Life: Boost Your Business, Market Your Services, and Sell
Your Products in the World’s Hottest Virtual Community (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008) at p. 6.
26
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Robert Freeman, How to Make Real Money in Second Life: Boost Your Business, Market Your Services, and Sell
Your Products in the World’s Hottest Virtual Community (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008) at p. 6. See also Elizabeth
Hodge et al., The Virtual Worlds Handbook: How to Use Second Life and Other 3D Virtual Environments (Sudbury,
Massachusetts: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2011) at p. 1 which notes that Second Life supported $144 million a
day in user transactions in 2009. In Alycia de Mesa, Brand Avatar: Translating Virtual World Branding into Real World
Success (London, UK: Palgrave McMillan, 2009) at p. 23, a similar statistic was noted suggesting that in 2008, the
total number of user-to-user transactions grew to $338M in Q2. Note that this only reflects user-to-user trades, and
does not include sales by virtual world operators. Tuukka Lehtiniemi in “How Big is the RMT Market Anyway” Virtual
Economy Research Network (3 February 2007), online: http://virtualeconomy.org/blog/how_big_is_the_rmt_market_anyw notes that it is difficult to determine what certain real-money
trade (RMT) estimates include, but notes that RMT of virtual goods and services range from $5 to $901 million USD.
27
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(1 December 2005), online:
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/business2/business2_archive/2005/12/01/8364581/index.htm.
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Research for Personal and Collective Well-Being (2011), published on SSRN online:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1601691 at pp. 7-8.
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Figure 4: Examples of commerce in virtual worlds. The location on the left offers packages for sale and
represented itself to be a store. The location on the right advertises land for sale.

According to one report, Second Life generates almost $100 million in revenue a year for Linden
Lab. Linden Lab charges fees on financial transactions and its revenue comes from its entirely
user-generated economy build on real estate, virtual goods and services.

4.2. EVE Online
EVE Online is produced by Crowd Control Productions (CCP) and was first released in 2003.
EVE Online takes place in a galaxy of star clusters and is driven by an extensive backstory. 29 In
2009, EVE Online reported 300,000 subscriptions. 30 EVE Online is a MMG that features a
sophisticated economy that is largely player-driven. Players can participate in player-to-player
conflicts where the winners can accumulate substantial monetary rewards. Players can also
become part of in-game professions such as manufacturing, trading, and exploration.
The game allows its users to develop businesses (including transport, trade, and even recycling
enterprises). 31 Groups of players can come together and set up and control corporations for a
common goal or purpose. Corporations are created and overseen by Chief Executive Officers
and in order to become a CEO, a player must have the “Basic Corporation Management” skill as
well as the “Ethnics Relation” skill and pay the filing fee. The corporation provides mutual
protection and shared resources to participating players. Around 95% of every item or ship in
EVE is created by players and sold through EVE’s central market system. 32 Players are free to
invent any service valuable to other players and to market it for profit.
The in-game currency is ISK (Interstellar Kredits) and the economy operates under supply and
demand. In-game currency is not freely convertible with real world currency. Players can pay
real currency for in-game items, but the reverse (turning in-game currency to real-world money)
is prohibited. However, some unofficial websites have created a secondary market by offering to
pay cash in return for EVE Online kredits. EVE Online has a hands-off attitude to player conflict,
sharp dealing and scams, leaving the world open and brutally competitive and this is perhaps
what makes EVE Online more “exciting”. For instance, ruthless behavior and engaging in piracy
29

EVE Online, “Backstory”, online: http://www.eveonline.com/background/.
CCP Games, “Company Timeline”, online: http://www.ccpgames.com/en/company/timeline.
31
EVE Online, “Corporation Management Guide”, online:
http://wiki.eveonline.com/en/wiki/Corporation_management_guide.
32
EVE Online, “FAQ”, online: http://www.eveonline.com/faq/faq_01.asp.
30
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and theft from other players to fund one’s own exploits is accepted and encouraged game play
in EVE Online. 33 Players regularly infiltrate rival alliances and corporations with their agents,
seeking to obtain valuable information or property to exploit a rival’s vulnerabilities.

4.3. Entropia Universe
Created by Swedish gaming company MindArk, Entropia Universe is an advanced 3D online
virtual environment with a developed planetary system that offers entertainment and
opportunities for socialization. 34 Entropia Universe is a “3D virtual environment for Online
Entertainment, Social Networking and E-Commerce using a real cash economy.” 35 Set in a
system of planets where players travel, socialize, and colonize, the online game boasts over one
million registered users. 36 There is no cost to join the world, yet most game play requires
investment of real-world money. Entropia’s major focus seems to be a mix of entertainment and
financial gain. According to a 2010 study, 95.1% of users play for fun, and 33.9% play to make
money. 37
Entropia Universe’s currency is called PED (Project Entropia Dollar), and may be exchanged for
US dollars at the rate of 10:1. 38 Money can be deposited onto a user’s PED card via real-world
credit card, electronic bank transfer, digital wallets, or prepaid vouchers. All monetary
withdrawals are controlled by MindArk, set at a minimum of $100 PED ($10 USD), and subject to
a transaction fee of 1.5% (collected by MindArk). 39 Taking the transaction fee into account,
MindArk is really selling currency at $1 USD for 9.65 PED and buying at $1 USD to 10.15 PED,
providing a “neat spread between the two rates. 40 The spread is wide if other transaction costs
are considered, such as the long withdrawal period. Anecdotal evidence tells that players trade
PEDs directly among themselves using PayPal as their payment method. 41
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William N. Dilla et al., “Avatars, Capital Ships, and False Promises: An Analysis of Fraud in Virtual Worlds and its
Implications for the Real World” presented to the American Accounting Association (2011), online:
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Entropia holds the most valuable virtual items and real estate of any online gaming land. 42 Items
such as a top-of-the-line healing kit have been sold for $30,000 USD, hunting rifles for $17,000
US and armor sets for $11,000 USD. 43 In 2005, the virtual world saw more than $160 million
USD exchanged amongst its users and claimed a $360 million in-world turnover in 2006. 44
Entropia has grown in popularity since that time. In 2010, the most popular of Entropia’s four
planets called Calypso, saw $428 million US worth of player transactions. 45 In 2011, the planet
was sold for $6 Million US. 46 An asteroid space resort was also sold in 2011 for $635,000
USD. 47 Entropia Universe has also sold bank licenses, which is discussed later in this report.
There are a limited number of actions avatars can take without investing money, including
exploring the virtual universe, sweat gathering (sweat can be sold for profit), begging (which is
frowned upon), and trickery. To begin, players usually invest funds to hunt alien creatures, mine
for resources, and craft tools, weapons, armour and clothes. These actions may then translate to
online professions. As Entropia Universe is made to mimic the real world, it provides specialized
services and products. All of these activities take investment and re-investment (a miner can
expect a return of at least 91 cents for every dollar invested). 48 Products vary in effectiveness,
durability, and rarity.
With enough money made professionally, users may turn to invest in virtual real estate. Land
may be bought from users or via auction. Upon a purchase, users receive a deed, which is
claimed at a Real Estate terminal. There, virtual land may be developed, used as a revenue
source (i.e. tax may be imposed for hunting on one’s land), and later sold for profit. This is where
the largest financial returns are found, and where some players walk away with hundreds of
thousands of real-world dollars earned. 49
Entropia Universe has been described as an advanced platform that will “give all the necessary
tools to enable [entrepreneurial] venturing.” It has also been said that the virtual world’s
economic prospects will “continue to grow.” 50 Like the real world, business and transactional
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virtual worlds” EurActiv (24 November 2008), online: http://www.euractiv.com/infosociety/eu-warns-increased-fraudvirtual-worlds/article-177400.
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success is not guaranteed, but enterprising initiatives often allow players to enjoy luxuries like
travel, socializing, and larger in-game investments.

4.4. World of Warcraft
World of Warcraft (WoW) is the world’s most popular massively multiplayer online role playing
game (MMORPG), with a user-base of 12 million. 51 Released in 2004, the game is produced
and run by Blizzard Entertainment. The game is set in a fantasy universe ruled by dueling
factions populated by orcs, trolls, humans, and dwarfs. Game play dominantly includes quests
that compensate players with gold and provide them opportunity for growth. WoW players may
always continue from where they left in the game; all progress is saved. Players gain wealth and
opportunity by completing quests. The ultimate goal of WoW is to reach the endgame. Also
referred to as the ‘elder game,’52 the plateau gives players more liberty to choose activities, an
increased ability to build their reputation, and the comfort of having very little to lose. 53
The cost of basic WoW software sits in the $20 range, 54 and a monthly paid subscription as high
as $15 is also mandatory. 55 As multiple game updates have arrived since the basic package was
offered, fees for those upgrades may sit as high as $100. 56 With those costs included, along with
options expenses to which many regular players opt-in, it has been estimated that the cost per
month for a dedicated user is $43. 57
WoW has been described as "a multimillion dollar economy and its own commercial
enterprise." 58 Player wealth in WoW is measured in terms of gold, which can be earned in-game
through trade or victorious quests. In 2009, it was noted that all gold present on North American
WoW servers had a real-world worth of $192 million USD. 59 Some controversial activities in
WoW may yield real-world profit. For example, both farming virtual gold 60 and sale of highranking accounts 61 can lead to cash payouts, though these practices are not condoned by
Blizzard, the operators of WoW.
WoW has an in-world economy that supports the trade of items between players. For example,
auction houses host in-game item transaction within factions and between the dueling groups.
Players bid on an item with in-game funds, which are withdrawn from their accounts, and placed
in escrow until the auction is over. Deposit fees are charged to sellers based on the length of the
51
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auction period. If the item is sold, the fee is returned, and depending on the location, a charge of
either 5% (in faction) or 15% (neutral territory) will be taken by the auction house. 62

4.5. Virtual Worlds for Kids and Tweens
There are several of virtual worlds that target kids and tweens (pre-teenager adolescents ages
10 to 12), such as Neopets, Club Penguin, and Habbo Hotel. The 2007 Virtual Worlds
Conference noted that kids and tweens are targeted for virtual worlds because of their
purchasing power, which is reported to be $51 billion USD spent by tweens and an additional
$170 billion spent by their parents and family members directly for them. 63 Kids and tweens also
have a natural prowess for learning new technologies, embracing brands, and are highly loyal to
adopted brands. There are various business models for virtual worlds, which include advertising,
premium services and real-world product extensions. 64 Research firm KZero noted that virtual
worlds for kids continue to thrive with an increase of 214 million accounts between Q1 and Q2 of
2011. The fastest growing worlds are Moshi Monsters, Poptropica, Habbo, Minecraft and
Stardoll. 65
Club Penguin boasted 217 million unique worldwide users in May 2008 and was purchased by
Disney for $700 million USD, demonstrating the high value of virtual worlds targeting kids. 66
Operated by Finnish company Sulake, Habbo Hotel is the largest virtual world for teens,
targeting users between the age of 13 to 16. In September 2008, Habbo had 108 million
registered avatars with 2.4 million unique visitors per month. 67 Over 200 brands around the
world have advertised in, integrated with, or sponsored elements of the Habbo world. Habbo
Hotel’s economy revolves around what users call “furni”: personal property such as furniture,
decorations and small household items. Users can make trades among themselves or users can
purchase new items from Sulake’s catalog. Habbo Credits, the virtual currency of Habbo Hotel,
must be purchased from Sulake for real money using credit cards or premium SMS messages.
However, due to the legal and moral implications of the fact that most Habbo Hotel users are
young teenagers, Sulake has been forced to limit the amount of Habbo Credits it sells to users. 68
A tiny unofficial secondary market for accounts and furni exists on eBay. 69
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5. COMMERCE AND EXAMPLES OF FRAUD IN VIRTUAL
WORLDS
5.1. Real World Brands in Virtual Worlds
Virtual worlds offer real world businesses a new platform for commerce. Many Fortune 500
companies have established their presence in virtual worlds like Second Life. In addition to
creating brand awareness in hopes that such awareness will translate to sales of real products
in the real world, companies are using their presence in virtual worlds to better understand the
needs of their current or potential customers. Some of these companies are directly selling
virtual products and services to inhabitants of virtual worlds. In virtual worlds, brands can move
past the “show me” paradigm of other media into the “touch me” paradigm allowing avatars to
interact and experience the brand. 70
In Second Life, many companies such as Toyota, Circuit City, Dell, Sears, Adidas, Pontiac,
Jean-Paul Gaultier, Reuters, IBM, MTV, Amazon, Best Buy, Coca-Cola, American Apparel,
TELUS, General Motors, Nissan, Starwood Hotels, and Playboy have opened virtual stores in
Second Life expecting to better understand and connect with consumers and to increase brand
awareness. Real world businesses typically work with marketing firms who work to design an
appropriate space and experience in the virtual world and to interact with avatars. Second Life
resident reactions to corporate presence in Second Life varied. Some avatars feared that
corporate intrusion would threaten the creationist capitalism underlying Second Life’s virtual
economy. Others felt that corporate activities lacked the creativity manifested in resident
activity. 71
At the 2007 Virtual Worlds Conference, Market Truths, an online market research agency
reported that high awareness levels of brands in Second Life fall into five categories: information
technology, athletic shoes, soft drinks, cars, and media. 72 Notably, 57% of virtual world
consumers said they considered buying a real-life product as a result of a recommendation
received from someone in Second Life. 55% of virtual world consumers recommended a real-life
product to someone they were chatting with in Second Life. 25% of virtual world consumers went
to look at the product in real life after seeing it in Second Life, with 9% actually purchasing the
real life product. 8% of virtual world consumers said that they bought a real life product in
Second Life. 73
However, it appears that the media heralding virtual worlds as a revolutionary platform for real
world commerce may have just been hype. An industry research study indicated that virtual
shops are mostly empty, generate very little business value, have limited profit growth potential
and 90% of them fail within 18 months. 74 It is unclear whether real world businesses are getting
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positive returns on investment for virtual stores and whether virtual commerce is viable in the
long run.
Arakji and Lang have devised a framework that enables real world companies to measure the
business value of a virtual store, named the “Avatar Business Value Analysis”. Arakji and Lang
refer to virtual commerce or “v-commerce” as “any operational business transactions and
business activities inside a virtual store that supports the sale of virtual goods, and generates
virtual revenues in virtual currency.” 75 The framework illustrates the series of decisions faced by
a virtual customer when he notices a virtual store. In order to realize real revenue, the
corporation would need to direct the users toward their web or brick-and-mortar stores to finalize
the transactions.

Figure 5: Business Value of a Virtual Store
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5.2. Virtual Economies Present Opportunities for Fraud
Where commerce exists, opportunities for fraud follow. Virtual world consumers are not immune
from fraud. Some research and media reports suggest that virtual world fraud is an increasing
threat. 77 A report by the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) in 2008
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found that “the failure to recognize the importance of protecting real-money value locked up in
this grey-zone of the economy has lead [sic] to a ‘year of online-world fraud’”. 78 ENISA
conducted a survey that showed that 30% of users recently lost some form of virtual property
through fraud. With annual real-money sales of virtual goods at an estimated 1.5 billion Euro
worldwide, the one billion registered players of virtual games are vulnerable to fraudulent
threats. After all, users of virtual worlds hold various forms of virtual assets.

Figure 6: Items considered as virtual assets by percentage of end-users (ENISA survey data)
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In virtual environments, where users often maintain a cloak of anonymity and economic
transactions are barely regulated if at all, the potential for fraud is high and virtual world players
are soft targets for cybercriminals. 80 The presence of wealth-building opportunities suggests that
motivation exists for dishonest individuals to attempt to achieve gains through fraudulent
activities. 81
Dilla et al. have identified characteristics of victims of fraud in virtual worlds. 82 Victims are likely
to have strong achievement motivations that may cause them to be susceptible to fraud. As well,
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many virtual world players are susceptible because they lack knowledge of market institutions,
regulations, or exploits:
Users apparently are likely to place their trust in virtual world characters that have a
reputation or a prestigious position. As a consequence, investments in companies that
do not have safeguards that would be ‘standard’ protections in the real world (e.g.
audited financial statements or internal control reports) are commonplace. [footnote
omitted] This lack of knowledge exists not only in individual players who are
victimized, it is often expressed in the poorly designed organizational structures that
83
players construct.

Bardzell et al. suggest that the rule complexity of virtual worlds distinguishes MMGs from a
security standpoint, since the number and scope of rules in world outstrip the complexity of the
rule systems involved in online banking sites and auctions. 84 In their view, the complexity of
game rules provides growing opportunity for misbehavior. Players can use a game flaw for
personal gain by performing an “exploit” and exploits are commonly used to provide players with
high-powered abilities to dominate their peers in the competitions of the game.
Fraud can involve both virtual and real monetary assets and can occur in-world or in secondary
markets in the real world. This section focuses on fraud conducted in virtual worlds.

5.3. Banking in Virtual Worlds
Some virtual worlds have in-world banks where players can deposit their money. These virtual
world banks may be operated either by the virtual world or by players who set up in-world banks.
Where players are allowed to set up and operate banks, the virtual world operators may or may
not have terms regulating the operations of these banks. In some cases, there have been
examples of resident losses from investments in these banks.
This section examines banking in virtual worlds and explores case studies in which virtual
residents have lost in-world assets due to fraudulent practices by the bank operator.
5.3.1. Entropia Universe Banking Licenses
In 2007, the Entropia Universe announced the results of their first virtual banking license
auction. Among the first licensees were: Anshe Chung, Second Life’s first millionaire; 85 John
Jacobs, Entropia player who would later make over $500,000 USD from the sale of virtual
Entropia property; Janice JD D’Arcwire, a representative real-world bank Wirecard; Yuri intellect,
Entropia avatar representing Russian internet payment provider MONETA.ru; and Jolana Kitty
Brice, an anonymous Entropia avatar. 86
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The five licenses were auctioned for a total of $404,000 USD. Each license required a
respective deposit of $100,000 USD in working capital, and agreement to the condition that all
bank loans be made through non-player characters that use secure interfaces for the
transactions. 87 Presumably, this measure was taken to avoid fraudulent activity that other virtual
worlds have encountered where users accept loans with their own personal accounts. In an
interview with Wirecard, the real world bank who won a banking license in Entropia Universe, a
representative stated that they could offer more sustainable services due to the fact that they
were a real-world bank. However, he noted that because Wirecard was subject to real-world
banking regulations, some services or products may be restricted to certain geographic areas.
As well, anonymity concerns may have to be addressed, as “even the best known and most
trusted avatar will have to reveal the real person behind it.” 88 Christian Bjorkman, MindArk's chief
marketing officer, said that five Entropia banking licenses priced at $320,000 each were sold in
2011. 89
Interestingly, MindArk was issued a real-world banking license by the Swedish Financial
Supervisory Authority in 2009. The developer acquired the license to ease transfer of player
funds with real-world banking institutions, and to receive $60,000 deposit insurance on each
account. Jan Welter Timkrans, CEO of MindArk explained how the real-world bank would work:
When deposits are made into Entropia they will actually be made directly into our
own bank, which will follow the strict European banking regulations. The bank will
be continuously monitored and audited by the financial authorities. This will provide
added security for both planet partners and users. Like all banks in Sweden, our
bank will enter the government guarantee program, which will ultimately guarantee
users' and partners' funds by the national government[.] … We will also be able to
90
issue cards directly to our customers thereby reducing user fees to a minimum.

By bringing banking to Entropia Universe, MindArk hoped to regulate the game’s virtual
economy and manage inflation. Inflation is a common problem in most virtual economies when
there are not enough controls to keep users from generating infinite amounts of cash through
various methods or sinks to remove cash from the economy. Mind Bank AB will provide services
for real world markets such as loans, savings accounts, and checking accounts.
In June 2010, MindArk reported a negative cash flow of -$2.4 million. In its financial report, it
noted that planning for its real life bank was put on hold due to lack of funds. 91
5.3.1. Second Life and the Ginko Financial Bank Run
Ginko Financial was a virtual world bank established in December 2004 by an independent
Second Life user, “Nicholas Portocarrero”, an in-world personality identified only by his Second
Life avatar name. When Ginko Financial was established, Second Life had 20,000 residents and
there were no prohibitions on residents offering financial services to other residents. 92 Thus,
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Ginko’s CEO worked within an unregulated system and was subject to no rules. Portocarrero
chose to keep his true identity hidden, preventing client access to his real name or whereabouts.
Ginko Financial Bank became the largest financial institution in Second Life in its first year of
business. 93 In 2006, it was noted that Ginko had more than $220,000 on deposit from 10,000
account holders who all earned 0.10 percent in interest a day. This ran equal to earnings of 44
percent per year return per client. 94 When asked to explain where the interest funds came from,
the Ginko CEO explained that “the bank is essentially loaning the money to itself right now,” 95
and that it keeps a reserve of roughly 5 percent of deposits on hand. As an enterprise, Ginko
Financial was unaudited. The ‘bank’ was subject to no disclosure obligations, and saw no
supervision. When asked to respond to those who disagreed with Ginko’s lack of transparency,
its CEO responded that he was “uncomfortable disclosing things and being supervised.” 96
Portocarrero additionally stated that “if people are not willing to take this risk, they can just stay
away” and cited the lack of “barriers” of disclosure required in real world banking as the appeal
of Second Life. Early on, Second Life’s most successful businessperson, Anshe Chung,
classified Ginko as a Ponzi scheme – an illegal investment vehicle that pays off old investors
with money from new ones.
Yet, as there were few places to put one's money in Second Life, the service's availability and
alluring returns drew consumers to the service. 97 The bank was open for almost three years,
with its collapse in August 2007. In July 2007, two major financial events – a theft at the Second
Life World Stock Exchange and Linden Lab instituting a ban on in-world gambling – led to
financial prospects falling drastically. Ginko’s depositors attempted to withdraw more funds than
were available on reserve. Ginko briefly suspended withdrawals before reinstating them with a
daily limit of L$ 5,000 per customer (the withdrawal cap had formerly been L$ 300,000). 98
According to Penick:
In August 2007, Ginko Financial offered its investors two options for withdrawing their
investments: (1) get in line and wait for some immature assets, supposedly owned by
the Bank, to mature and be sold, or (2) take a perpetual bond for the same value as the
initial investment and try to sell it on the open market. At the time of this policy change,
Ginko had approximately L$200 million (roughly $740,000 USD) in obligations and over
99
L$20 million (roughly $111,000 USD) in pending withdrawals. [footnotes omitted]
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Ultimately, Ginko Financial declared insolvency and inability to repay the thousands of dollars
owed to Second Life depositors. Analysts generally concur that the collapse was an inevitable
consequence of a Ponzi scheme. 100
The collapse caused $750,000 USD of real currency to vanish from the pockets of those
engaged in the Second Life economy. Chicago resident Stephanie Roberts lost the $140 USD
she invested, with expectations for growth. 101 Margaret, a British mother of two, lost $400
USD. 102 Thousands of others were impacted, with a few depositors losing as much as
$10,000. 103 In contrast, it has been noted that the Ginko CEO and support staff paid themselves
up to $2,000 USD to run the virtual world bank on a monthly basis.
Ginko’s creators were subject to no punitive measure after the collapse, and were able to depart
unscathed from the virtual realm. 104 Conversely, those wronged by Ginko were offered no
compensation, and were dissuaded from legal action by relative costs and issues dealing with
jurisdiction of claims. 105 Months later, lawyers in contact with the wronged parties were unaware
of any positive actions (in-world, or outside) taken by Second Life's creator Linden Labs to
remedy the wrongs of Ginko Financial.
Linden Labs updated Second Life's Terms of Service on January 8, 2008, 106 prohibiting any offer
of “interest or any direct return on investment (whether in L$ or other currency) from any object,
such as an ATM, located in Second Life, without proof of an applicable government registration
statement or financial institution charter.” 107 The new terms also threatened suspension,
termination of account, or loss of land for those responsible for the prohibited act. Interestingly,
Linden Labs also acknowledged the negative impact which Ginko had on its clients, stating that
“unregulated in-world 'banks' brought substantial ecomonic [sic] risks to Second Life. Offering
unsustainably high interest rates, they are in most cases doomed to collapse, leaving depositors
with nothing to show for their investment." Linden also stated: “The so-called banks are not
operated, overseen or insured by Linden Lab, nor can we predict which will fail or when. And
Linden Lab isn’t, and can’t start acting as, a banking regulator.” 108 Unfortunately for those who
contributed to the $750,000 USD fund, this was precisely the case. After investing very real
money, they were left with nothing.
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Linden Labs also stated that it has received complaints about several in-world banks defaulting
on their promises of very high interest rates. 109
5.3.2. EVE Online and the EVE Intergalactic Bank Heist
In March 2006, EVE Online user “Cally” created the EVE Intergalactic Bank (EIB). 110 The EIB
was EVE’s “first true bank service,” 111 allowing players to deposit in-game currency ISK with a
few percentage points of interest following each month. Mimicking the operations of a real-world
bank, EIB also provided loans and insurance. 112 However, unlike the real world, its operation
saw no regulation or oversight. In fact, neither the game’s creator, Crowd Control Productions
(CCP) nor its Executive Officer, Magnus Bergsson, knew of the EIB until it was a source of
controversy months later. 113
Hundreds of players made deposits after the bank opened. In the beginning, all were happy as
interest was paid out to depositors. However, in May 2006, Cally suddenly closed the bank
announcing that he had stolen 790 Billion ISK and kept it in his personal account, an amount
that boasted a real-world value of $170,000 USD. 114 Even further, Cally taunted his former
clients via online video, stating; “[the EIB Bank] was a scam” 115 and “[t]hink of me as a space
Robin Hood - steals from the rich and gives to himself." 116 His theft and taunting led to an uproar
in the MMORPG community, with many arguing that real-world law should be applied to such an
egregious, calculated, and profitable act. 117
Protest was also brought to CCP’s doorstep. Armed with no prior knowledge of EIB’s workings,
CCP told its users that Cally’s actions fell within the terms of the program’s terms of service
(TOS). According to the creators, Cally was working within the context of the game-at-large, and
those who lost their ISK were not entitled to remedy. CCP would not delete Cally’s account but
indicated that it would monitor the account closely to ensure that the ISKs were not sold off or
converted to real-world currency. 118 Bergsson stated “CCP does not intervene in such cases and
will only get involved if a game exploit was used, which we have not found any indication of in
this case.” 119 Thus, according to CCP, fraud and deception were accepted forms of play and
Cally was in the clear.
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Even if CCP had found that Cally violated the TOS, the harshest penalty afforded to CCP would
have been banning Cally from game play without refund or compensation. 120 Even if this action
were taken, the wronged users would still be without personal remedy. Further, in the event that
a user wished to seek legal action to account for its loss, the TOS dictates that such a case
would be heard in the District Court of Iceland, a strong factor of deterrence for an international
client base.
5.3.3. EVE Online and the EBANK Bust
In early 2009, EVE Online’s EBank boasted a Board of Directors and staff comprised of EVE
players. At the time, EBank was the largest financial entity in EVE. 121 Its Chief Executive Officer,
who called himself Ricdic, saw the bank accrue nearly 8.9 trillion ISK in deposits from 6,000
different users at that time. 122 Ricdic was a trusted player known for his fair nature. The CEO
once publicly stated that those impacted by possible EBank scams should be reimbursed by the
institution or even by his own funds if absolutely necessary. 123 However, as per the pattern found
in similar cases, the bank’s lead executive eventually turned face on his fair nature and chose to
abuse the power he held.
Ricdic met financial hardship in his personal life in the summer of 2009. As the 27 year-old tech
worker needed money for home and health expenses, he stole from EBank when he was offered
real-world money in return for ISK on an unofficial website that promoted a secondary market for
ISK.
In June 2009, Ricdic exploited an internal control feature which gave each bank director
absolute control over a portion of the bank’s assets. 124 Ricdic misappropriated almost 200 million
ISK, selling the stolen funds for $5,100 USD. CCP responded by banning Ricdic from the game
for violating the Terms of Service’s prohibition against the exchange of game currency for real
assets. The deactivation was because Ricdic had sold the virtual funds to other EVE players,
which “unbalances the game” according to Ned Coker of CCP.
In an effort to sort out the mess, EBank temporarily shut down. Word spread quickly of the theft
and customers panicked, worrying they would lose the money they had amassed. A significant
bank run began. EBank responded by promising to put its funds into a corporate wallet instead
of an individual account. They also reached out to those inclined to support the bank in the
difficult time, seeking deposits to counter the bank run. In total, their response was unsuccessful.
The bank run accounted for 5.5 trillion ISK.
As CCP’s economic philosophy ensures a laissez-fair approach to regulation, the game’s creator
chose to leave the matter to its users, taking no more action than the deactivation of Ricdic’s
120
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account. Many users became disenfranchised with player-run banks, one writing, “more and
more, I see investments in player-run anything in EVE as scams waiting to happen.” 125 EBank
closed its doors in September of 2010 after “a long, drawn out death.” 126 The Board of Directors
comprised of EVE players chose to liquidate what was left of the bank, giving a three-month
window for investors to receive a portion of shares. In its final correspondence, the Board
echoed the sentiments of the many disenfranchised EVE users, advising its clients to: “Never,
ever invest in a ‘bank’ again.” 127

5.4. Investments in Virtual Worlds
Some small-scale investment schemes exist in the virtual realm. Some games encourage such
behaviours as part of game play, such as EVE Online, Second Life and Entropia Universe.
5.4.1. The “Securities Market” in Second Life
Some Second Life entrepreneurs built stock exchanges which imitate characteristics of the real
world stock exchange. Virtual exchanges give virtual business owners the ability to raise capital
by selling shares in their virtual companies. 128 The virtual companies are business operations
controlled by residents in Second Life and do not exist as real world corporations. Other
residents can buy and sell shares of stock in these virtual world companies with virtual world
currency, which can be exchanged for real world currency. Stock exchanges that operated in
Second Life include the SL Capital Exchange (SLCAPEX), the World Stock Exchange (WSE),
the Virtual Stock Exchange (VSTEX), and the International Stock Exchange (ISE). 129
Thompson provides a helpful description of how stock exchanges in Second Life operate:
Companies listed on one of Second Life’s virtual stock exchanges provide investors
with documentation, which is often a pared down model of real world documentation.
Issuers provide investors with a so-called “prospectus” that includes information such
as “risk factors.” The risk factors that the listed companies identify tend to cover one or
more of three categories: (1) general risks of Second Life, (2) risks specific to listed
companies on virtual exchanges, and (3) risks specific to a particular issue. Risks
stemming from the general nature of Second Life include a collapse of Linden Lab,
server downtime, and a lack of predictability as to the future popularity of Second Life.
Risks for all listed companies include a collapse of the virtual stock markets,
competition, and the market’s rejection of a brand. Risks specific to particular issuers
include the risk that Linden Lab will implement an age verification system. Virtual
world issuers often include measures to protect against the risk factors specified in
their prospectuses. …. In addition to providing a ‘prospectus,’ issuers may also be
required by the virtual exchange on which they are listed to regularly report financial
information and make certain disclosures. But, while the exchanges have
implemented stricter requirements, listed companies do not have to provide detailed
financial statements that may be audited by third parties. Listed companies generally
125
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do not have real world professional CFO or CPA personnel. The issuer is not always
required to provide the real world name and location of the CEO, and many listed
companies do not indicate a dividend policy. [footnotes omitted]

In April 2010, the WSE implemented a permanent trading halt on all WSE listed companies and
closed the WSE trading platform for “a major upgrade and transition to a fully registered and
licensed securities exchange”. In a letter posted on its website, Luke Connell, Chairman and
CEO of WSE noted a number of problems with false information that led to this permanent halt:
Through reported owners of virtual businesses disappearing and policy changes by the
operator of the virtual world, it became apparent that most of these users participating
on the WSE as a CEO were reporting false information, not responding to WSE
requests or fulfilling their reported activities. … The WSE experiment has also enabled
us to see that a market operated with ethics and anonymity rather than law and true
identity cannot operate for long periods of time as the opportunity for personal gain by
participants through deception and falsification is too tempting and attracts individuals
without conscience. … The WSE closed down for upgrades and ceased operating
based on the Linden Dollar fictional currency due to policy changes by the virtual world
operator and the inability for WSE to operate a game based on anonymity and ethics.
The attempt by some users to gamble and speculate on the WSE and in the virtual
world resulted in many false allegations, slander and rumors of misinformation about the
WSE once we ceased using the Linden Dollar fictional currency. These users ignored
the transparent Market Rules, Signs, Disclaimers, Announcements and Terms and
Conditions of both the WSE and the virtual world. This ignorance resulted in certain
users becoming distressed when their speculation on a virtual world and game failed to
130
produce the potential real life profits they had anticipated.

5.4.2. Investment Fraud in Second Life
Second Life hosted a World Stock Exchange, owned by an in-world company with a handful of
partners, some of whose real-world names are unknown. The World Stock Exchange merged
with another exchange called the Metaverse Stock Exchange and in mid-2007, listed two dozen
companies and managed a daily transaction volume of 11 million Lindens or $40,000 USD. 131
The anonymity of the exchange owners raised issues of transparency and credibility, and there
were no guarantees of protection for shareholders if the founder of a company vanished. In
2007, the exchange ran into internal problems when a former employee allegedly used inside
knowledge to steal funds and the result was a drop in interest by in-world companies to be listed
on the exchange. Following this, the World Stock Exchange established a set of rules as
conditions for listed companies. If the rules are violated, the company can be delisted. There
were also musings about whether Linden Lab would play a role in punishing violators acting
fraudulently by wielding the leverage of the Terms of Service. 132
In Second Life, firms that raised large amounts of capital in the Second Life Capital Exchange
structured themselves such that ownership was concentrated among a small group of investors
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who paid smaller returns to other investors. It was suggested in 2010 that firm CEOs who raised
large amounts of capital appropriated invested assets for their own use. 133 The CEOs may have
colluded with large investors to take advantage of smaller investors by making it appear as if the
firm was an attractive investment option. It is unknown the estimated financial loss value.
5.4.3. Investment Fraud in EVE Online and Entropia Universe
One of the first incidents of suggested securities fraud in EVE Online is known as “the Great
Scam”. A player named Nightfreeze convinced several other players to invest in a plan in order
to purchase a game item that they would not have been able to purchase individually.
Nightfreeze walked away with the invested funds, which were estimated to have a real-world
value of about $1,000. 134 Rosette has suggested that if this action occurred in the real-world, it
would likely have been covered under the definition of “security” and would be regulated as
such. 135
EVE Online character Curzon Dax created a large and apparently legitimate investment scheme.
In 2009, he lured investors into a subsequent fraudulent scheme by contacting players on his
initial investor list and working out private deals where each player thought they were going to
fund a “shortage” in the initial public offering (IPO) in exchange for a highly coveted and
expensive customized virtual battleship. Dax dissolved the fraudulent investment scheme when
he left the game and distributed all the gained assets, estimated to be worth $45,000 USD, to
another player. 136 In 2010, EVE user Bobby stole all of the assets of a large EVE Online
investment fund called Titans4U. Bobby exploited weaknesses in the fund’s governance
structure. Assets of the fund were under the control of five trustees, however, Bobby convinced
the trustees to create more shares under the guise of increasing the number of trustees. In
reality, Bobby gained access to the new shares and used this power to eject the other trustees
from the organization and steal all of its assets. Bobby stole ISK worth an estimated $45,000
USD. 137
In Entropia Universe, Entropia players are warned to be weary of those they do business with. 138
Generally, however, it seems that investment scams are neither pervasive nor large in scale,
and could also be seen as part of game play. In fact, some users find Entropia’s financials so
stable that they have “moved investments out of real-world assets like stocks and bonds into
133
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Entropia markets including virtual real estate and virtual banks.” 139 A leading example of this is
the aforementioned John Jacobs, a man who mortgaged his own real-world home to buy
Entropia property. Jacobs’ $100,000 US investment paid off, leaving him with more than
$500,000 US profit a few years later.

5.5. Other Forms of Fraud in Virtual Worlds
There have been some reports of virtual property theft in virtual worlds. In 2007, a flaw in the
implementation of Quicktime in Second Life allowed hackers to carry out virtual pick-pocket
attacks on other virtual world residents. 140
Media reported one instance of a virtual world pyramid scheme in Japanese virtual Xing
World. 141 An internet service firm Biz International allegedly hosted a money-making scheme
involving land in cyberspace and solicited members to become agents. The world offered bonus
payments for members if they solicited new members and allegedly sold each of the members a
set of business materials for about 400,000 yen that contained a DVD on Xing World. The
government’s Consumer Affairs Agency said that Biz International gained about 26,000
members and collected as much as 10 million yen.
A group of players exploited a weakness in EverQuest 2’s game code to produce large amounts
of game currency and sell it for cash in 2005. Game administrators noticed the increase in
exchange activity and shut down the exploit. The perpetrators were subsequently ejected from
the game. This activity had virtual consequences, resulting in inflation in the virtual economy. It
is estimated that this exploit resulted in a loss of $70,000 USD. 142
In 2007, a former executive at Chinese online gaming company Shanda Interactive
Entertainment Ltd. was sentenced to five years in prison for virtual embezzlement. With two
accomplices, the programmer in charge of creating assets for the game Legend of Mir II created
his own virtual assets without permission and sold them for $260,000. 143

5.6. The Costs of Fraud within Virtual Worlds
Fraud within virtual worlds results in loss of in-world assets for several players of these virtual
worlds. The virtual world operators in the above case studies offered no compensation for
players who fell victim to these scams, even though in some cases the virtual world operator
condemned the fraudster’s action or instituted a gameplay or Terms of Service rule change as a
direct reaction to the fraudulent scheme. Many virtual world players were left without any form of
compensation or avenue for redress.
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These fraudulent schemes contribute to an erosion of trust in the virtual economy and in some
cases, can lead to virtual currency inflation. Unauthorized exchanges of virtual currency for real
world money can have an adverse impact on the value or stability of virtual currencies. 144

6. CONSUMER LOSSES IN REAL WORLDS FLOWING FROM
VIRTUAL WORLDS
Financial losses from virtual worlds are not necessarily contained within these virtual worlds. As
virtual world economies develop and provide opportunities for virtual world users to create value,
some may seek opportunities to convert this value into real world worth. This creates valuable
opportunities for fraudsters seeking to benefit from this conversion. In some cases, individuals
may suffer financial losses due to fraudulent activity conducted in the real world directed at
virtual world assets. In other cases, practices are not clearly fraudulent but may be viewed as
controversial, such as gold farming or real-money trade where the virtual world operator
prohibits the exchange of virtual currency into real currency.

6.1. Secondary Markets and Grey Market Real Money Trading Sites
“Real Money Trade” (RMT) is a practice through which individuals use secondary markets to
exchange virtual world assets for real-world currency. Virtual world players take assets earned
while playing a game, such as a virtual character, property or currency, and trade that asset for
real world currency. In 1999, auction sites like EBay were faced with an onslaught of dollardenominated items and objects for virtual worlds. This chain contributed to an advanced internal
virtual economy while the RMT gateway in the form of EBay introduced spillover effects by
blurring the edge between virtual worlds and the real world. 145 Before RMT, virtual worlds were
self-contained and gaining power and skill required time and devotion on the part of a player.
The creation of RMT and pricing of virtual assets in terms of real money introduced a real world
dynamic of “pricing producing commodification”. The spillover effect of RMT changed the
dynamics of the game, creating more chaos in the game. 146 Secondary markets in this type of
exchange have reached a point where actual exchange rates have been published for various
virtual currencies, fluctuating based on supply and demand. 147
Real-money trade of virtual world assets is controversial and virtual worlds have taken varying
approaches to tying their virtual economies with the real economy. Some virtual currency
providers allow and encourage users to exchange virtual currencies for real currency through an
official exchange website. For example, Entropia Universe operates a bank that is regulated by
the Swedish government, through which users can exchange virtual currency for real money.
However, other virtual world operators prohibit the purchase and selling of virtual currency in
secondary markets. McAfee notes that even where RMT is considered a violation of the Terms
of Service, it would always be possible to find a way to convert virtual commodities into hard
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cash and vice versa. Even if it were illegal by law or according to the Terms of Service, there
would always be a black market for virtual assets. 148
Vili Lehdonvirta suggests that there are six possible market configurations for real-money virtual
asset markets: perfect competition, monopoly, monopsony, price ceiling, price floor, and price
window. A virtual asset market is the interface between a virtual economy and the real
economy. 149 The choice of interface approach determines the virtual world’s “economic
integration strategy” and Lehdonvirta suggests a classification of seven generic economic
integration strategies, which are described below.

Figure 7: Market configurations in virtual asset markets
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Figure 8: Generic economic integration
151
strategies for virtual world operators

Below, Lehdonvirta applies his classification of market configurations and economic integration
strategies to five virtual worlds:

Figure 9: Market configurations targeted by example
152
virtual worlds

Figure 10: Generic economic integration
153
strategies applied by case companies
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Various reports estimate the value of RMT transactions between $200 million and several billion
dollars per year. 154 ENISA estimated real-money sales of virtual objects to be at nearly $2 billion
USD worldwide at the end of 2007. 155 Research firm In-Stat estimates that in 2010, $7 billion
was spent worldwide on virtual goods. 156
Bardzell et al. suggest that one potential attack vector for fraudsters are features that are
officially neither endorsed nor hated and are external to the implementation of the virtual world.
Such features would include unofficial forums and sites for the exchange of virtual and realworld currencies. Similarly, features that are officially discouraged and external to the
implementation of virtual worlds such as RMT sites where secondary trading is prohibited are
vulnerable to attacks by fraudsters: “[t]he exchange for virtual real currencies may occasion the
emergence of black markets and the unmonitored exploitation they enable, including the
destabilization of game currency.” 157
6.1.1. Gold Farming
Gold farming is a controversial practice in World of Warcraft. Players who buy gold, accounts,
and power leveling services make themselves vulnerable to fraudulent activities, as game
creator Blizzard does not regulate the sale of gold. Some sites claim to provide a secure means
for WoW players to buy gold. Gold farming is also used to gather currency for Everquest. As a
WoW gold-selling advocate notes: “it takes a lot of time and effort just to get a few pieces of
gold. Imagine how much of a pain it can be for those of us who actually work, study, or can't
nerd out all of our time to the game.” 158
The mass cultivation and sale of WoW gold is an increasingly controversial real-world industry.
Estimates place 400,000 people working as WoW gold farmers worldwide, with 85% of that
population residing in China or Vietnam. 159 Recently, it was revealed that prisoners in a Chinese
prison were forced to farm WoW gold. Former inmate Liu Dali revealed to The Guardian, “We
worked 12-hour shifts in the camp. I heard them say they could earn 5,000-6,000 renminbi [$750
to $900 CDN] a day. We didn’t see any of the money. The computers were never turned off.” 160
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At present, it costs a player approximately $10 for 10,000 units of gold, 161and some gold farmers
claim to be able to cultivate 200 units an hour. 162 In 2009, the research arm of the World Bank
reported that WoW’s gold farmers were accountable for three quarters of a $3 billion dollar
industry. 163
WoW gold fraud has seen court action in the United States. In 2007, WoW operator Blizzard
brought a lawsuit against gold farmers Peons4Hire. This was followed by a Florida class action
lawsuit against gold selling firm IGE, claiming that the company impaired users of WoW by its ingame gold farming. The class action settled in 2008 with an agreement that IGE would not
engage in the selling of WoW virtual property or currency for a period of five years. 164 In April
2011, the Federal Bureau of Investigation made a raid in Ann Arbor, Michigan to target
suspected WoW gold selling fraudsters. Agents searched the apartment of two young University
of Michigan males, seizing laptops, hard drives, video game systems, credit cards, cell phones
and more. 165 The agents were reportedly seeking online transactions between WoW and a
Chinese-based gold farming website, eBay, and PayPal.
6.1.2. Power Levelling
Players may provide or purchase opportunities for others to advance in the game via ‘power
leveling’ or the sale of WoW accounts. ‘Power leveling’ is a paid service provided in secondary
markets by WoW players. WoW players are given money to advance another’s character
through a series of levels. Some charge as much as $500 for this service. 166 Similarly, the
selling of WoW accounts is a form of income in the WoW world. Talented players will create and
advance a character to a high level, and then sell the account. Like gold sales and power
leveling, the exchange appeals to those who desire an advanced WoW character, but do not
wish to spend time fulfilling the simplistic tasks mandated by early game play. Some websites
offer over 100 different accounts for sale, some with a regular cost of over $1,000. 167 Accounts
have been sold for as much as $9,900 US. 168 In 2010, a Florida resident was arrested for
defrauding WoW customers who paid for characters he had developed without receiving the
product promised.
6.1.3. Payment Systems Chargebacks
Whenever a purchase is made with a credit card, or other online payment facility, a full refund
can be claimed from the payment company within a certain time limit (usually 1 month) if a
161
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complaint is filed. The payment company then claims the money back from the retailer. In most
cases, the retailer is presumed to be at fault and it is hard and convoluted to contest the
chargeback. When a chargeback happens, the retailer loses money, even if the consumer has
already made full use of the service they paid for, such as would be the case for a subscription.
According to ENISA, payment companies tend to be especially willing to reverse payments
made for goods purchased in virtual worlds. In some cases, they have a specific policy of
allowing the reversal of virtual world payments regardless of what the claim is, but not a similar
policy for real-world purchases. 169
Credit card and payment companies monitor the volume and frequency of chargebacks issued
against a particular provider. The more chargebacks are attached to a particular vendor, the
more money the credit card company charges the retailer as commission on all payments,
including legitimate payments. Thus, the retailer’s profit margin reduces when the number of
chargebacks increases.
If valid credit card numbers are purchased from illegal sources, the credit card number may be
used fraudulently with no information about who is actually using the service or goods. The
originating IP address could be obscured using public proxies, zombies, or anonymizing
services. ENISA’s report suggests a number of ways in which the chargeback mechanism might
be used fraudulently:
•
•
•
•

The fraudster may pay for a game for 30 days, then issue a chargeback and effectively
“play for free”. This can be repeated every month until the company successfully
challenges one of the chargebacks.
The fraudster may pay for an item in-world, use the item and then issue a chargeback.
The fraudster may make a high-value purchase in-world using a credit card, resell the
item in-world, wait a few weeks and then initiate a credit card chargeback via the credit
card company.
The fraudster uses stolen credit card to purchase something in-game, then sells the item
to another player. The fraudster cashes out the in-game credits for real-world money
through RMT. The fraudster then issues a chargeback, effectively extracting real
money. 170

CyberSource Corp., company that processes credit cards for online merchants, found that
merchants that sell digital goods lost 1.9% of all revenue to fraud in 2009, compared with a 1.1%
fraud rate for companies that sell physical goods online. This disparity can translate into sizable
sums of money, as the sale of digital items in games and social networks reached $2.2 billion in
2009 and are expected to grow to $6 billion in 2013. 171 PayPal, an online payment system
owned by eBay Inc., transacted more than $2 billion in a variety of digital goods in 2009 and
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noted that the category is growing very quickly “with a higher degree of nefarious activity” in the
category. 172

Figure 11: Graph showing disparity of online revenues lost to fraud for digital goods compared to physical
173
goods

The higher rate of fraud is driven by the fact that virtual goods are often easier to obtain and sell
than physical goods. Transactions for virtual good are expected to be instantaneous, thus any
delay in processing could impact consumer satisfaction as virtual world players are sensitive to
delay. Furthermore, virtual good transactions often lack supporting data that gives fraud analysts
the full context for the transaction. For example, an online merchant selling a physical good has
a shipping address to compare against the billing address and has hours or days to review the
order manually if it suspects fraud. CyberSource noted that around 25% of online orders are
subject to review for signs of fraud. 174
6.1.4. Real World Crimes for Virtual Property or Virtual Currency
There have been reported examples of real world arrests and convictions of individuals who
committed real world crimes such as assault, extortion, or in one extreme case, murder, in order
to personally gain virtual assets, be it virtual goods or virtual currencies.
One of the most famous virtual law cases was the 2005 case of Chinese gamer Qiu Chengwei.
Chengwei’s friend Zhu Caoyuan borrowed Qiu’s valuable in-game sword and sold the virtual
Sabre sword for £480 of real-world money and pocketed the money. When Qiu reported the
theft to the police, they were not willing to handle the case because according to Chinese Penal
law and in the police’s opinion, virtual objects could not be stolen. 175 Qiu confronted Zhu and in
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an argument, Qiu stabbed Zhu, killing him. The court that considered Qiu’s case imposed a
death sentence but suspended the sentence due to his voluntary surrender and admission of
guilt.
In 2009, Dutch courts dealt with two youths who were sued for stealing Runescape in-game
items from another youngster. The facts were reported as follows:
On 6 September 2007, the two offenders arrived in the apartment with the 13 year old
victim. He was not prepared to log into Runescape and hand over virtual money and
items to the offenders, so they started to beat and kick him, and also tried to strangle
him. When all this violence did not have the desired effect, both went to the kitchen
and grabbed some knifes [sic], and made threatening gestures. One of the offenders
had a big butcher’s knife and started to scream “I kill you”. Afterwards they put back
the knifes and asked the victim to log in. By that time the victim was so scared that he
did log in. He logged into the computer of the living room. In the meantime one of the
offenders logged into another computer and fought with his avatar against the avatar
of the victim. In the end the offenders got a very valuable amulet as well as a mask,
176
and the coins of the victim’s account.

The youths were sentenced to community service, setting the first legal precedent in the
Netherlands where the theft of virtual items can lead to real-world consequences. The court
treated Runescape goods as though they were material items: “these virtual goods are goods
(under Dutch law), so this is theft”. 177
In 2009, a Chinese man was sentenced for extorting a fellow internet café user, physically
assaulting him and forcing him to turn over virtual currency worth $14,700 USD. The virtual
currency stolen was QQ coins, sold by Chinese Web portal Tencent. Users can spend QQ voins
to buy items in online games and pay for other services. The court ruled that virtual property in
this case should be protected since the victim spent time and money to acquire it. 178

6.2. Money Laundering
The magnitude of RMT presents the threat that people with illegally obtained money will look for
ways to “legitimize the fund to spend safely”, that is, participate in money laundering. In virtual
worlds, there are few if any means of monitoring financial activity, sparse due diligence, and
rarely are there mandated forms or reports to complete for moving money. Law enforcement
agencies have suggested that this could potentially provide a safe harbour for a criminal element
including money launderers and terrorists. 179
According to Rosette, “RMT enables foreign criminals attempting to move money into the United
States to overcome many of the obstacles commonly faced by money launderers in the real
world, such as having to physically fly money over borders, taxation, and reporting requirements
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for certain businesses and financial institutions.” 180 Virtual world transactions involve payment
methods and 44% of surveyed senior anti-money laundering compliance officers in North
America and Europe cited virtual world payment systems as a great threat to banks. 181
A money laundering scenario in a virtual world might operate in this way:
A launderer opens up numerous separate virtual accounts, all using fictitious ID. The
accounts are all funded with the proceeds of an organized crime sports betting
operation. The launderer can make purchases in the virtual world to and from himself
by using those accounts as if he were purchasing assets from other residents.
Subsequently, he may direct all his proceeds to an account that he maintains. He can
then withdraw those funds either from the bank or using an ATM. It would be nearly
182
impossible to trace the source of those funds.

Another example of money laundering might use a stolen credit card and gold farming:
The first step is to acquire a stolen credit card number. Create a new account on a
massively multiplayer online game (MMO) using a prepaid card with an active gold
farming market that allows both buying and selling of the game currency. It is
important that the virtual goods can be bought and sold. Go to the gold farming sites
and purchase the money with the stolen card and have it transferred to the new
account. For the next step log on with a second account that has been purchased with
a different prepaid or credit card gift card so both accounts are logged on at the same
time, transfer the money from the first account to the second and then delete the first
account. Now sell the money to a different place than where it was purchased and
183
have the proceeds transferred to a new bank account.

Sanders notes that the money launderer has advantages in using virtual worlds to hide the
money trail. The process is also very fast, as it can take less than 12 hours to implement with the
right amount of preparation work done in advance. 184
In 2008, it was reported that the Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency demonstrated that a group of
Chinese and Korean criminals successfully defrauded Korean game players through gold
farming and laundered the funds through a number of business front companies back into
mainland China. The Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency estimated that $38 million USD was
laundered in this fashion. The group took a commission of 3 to 5% for purchasing the virtual
currency in China, reportedly produced by traditional gold farming as well as viruses, and then
cashing out in the Korean market. 185
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6.3. Malware, Data Breaches and Identity Theft
Fraudsters are also increasingly attracted to virtual worlds, where there are numerous ways they
can attempt to steal private data for fraud. 186
Bardzell et al. suggest that existing game security research focuses on cheating and is thus too
narrowly focused. There is a gap in security research about security vulnerabilities that are
external to the game and to which the game publisher is ambivalent: “MMOG security goes
beyond the traditional responsibility of the game publisher to provide a safe executable, and this
lack of clear ownership poses a challenge to the security community.” 187 In particular, features
that are officially discouraged and external to the implementation of the virtual world, such as
spoofed versions of billing systems, forums, or fraudulent email messages posing as messages
from the game publisher, are vulnerable to phishing, pharming, crimeware and the absence of
antivirus software. 188 Players either mistakenly trust these features or they are not aware of their
existence.
6.3.1. Malware
Kaspersky Labs named 2007 as the year of online world fraud, finding that the number of
malicious programs specifically targeting online games increased by 145% in 2007. Kaspersky
identified over 30,000 new malicious programs aimed at stealing online game passwords. 189
Similarly, a 2008 McAfee white paper on virtual worlds demonstrated the growth of online
gaming and paralleled growth of efforts to steal private data from online gaming accounts. 190
McAfee noted the growth of data-stealing malware:
In a typical attack, the data-stealing programs (or “stealers”) see and record users’
authentication data (IDs and passwords) along with the IP addresses or the names of
the servers they use and transmit this information to the attackers. This is usually
done by using a keyboard logger to record all keystrokes. In more sophisticated
attacks, the web forms are captured, as are mouse movements and even
screenshots. All this information is then transferred to the attackers. … Sometimes
today’s stealers transmit additional information, such as the amount of money in a
banking account, or – for a gamer – the level of a player and the contents of their
inventory. Later, the attacker can log into the compromised account and retrieve
191
anything of value.

Typically, when a gaming account is compromised, the attacker will convert the objects they
steal into virtual currency and then convert the virtual currency into real money. Others might
use the virtual items and currency for their own game play. Data-stealing Trojans may be
deployed via in-game messaging or in a dedicated forum. As well, general purpose malware
such as backdoors, password stealers, keyloggers, and form grabbers, can be successfully used
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to steal information related to online games. Financial motivation is the primary force behind the
alarming growth of data theft.

Figure 12: According to McAfee, Gaming Trojans and Trojans targeting online banking for
192
password stealing (PWS) are about equally common

Fraudsters can employ parasitic and polymorphic viruses to deliver the data-stealing payload
and activate the payload when a gaming world is detected. Employing parasiting techniques
also makes removing malware more complicated. 193

Figure 13: McAfee shows four notable parasitic viruses targeting MMOGs and more than 100
194
variants of the W32/HLLP virus
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6.3.2. Phishing
Phishing uses spam messages that are designed to look authentic, leading the unsuspecting
victim to a site where the attacker collects the player’s credentials or installs malware. In one
case, fraudsters created a website offering “free” games. Links to it were spammed but clicking
on the site would lead visitors to malware. 195 Another reported phishing attempt in 2005 targeted
users of EVE Online. The bait email appeared to be from EVE’s security team investigating
unusual activity and sent users to a spoof website hosted at a server in Spain. 196
A virtual theft was conducted by a group of Dutch teenagers, who set up a fake hotmail phishing
website to lure Habbo Hotel players into giving up their hotmail password. The teenagers used
the credentials to reset the players’ passwords for Habbo Hotel, giving them access to player
accounts. Access was used to transfer virtual furniture to their own Habbo accounts. Three
members of the group was arrested for the theft of virtual goods with an estimated value of
$6,000 USD. 197 A similar phishing incident occurred in 2009, wherein a phishing site offering
players a free trail mount for World of Warcraft, an asset that is difficult to acquire. The site stole
log in credentials, which were used to loot players’ accounts of virtual goods. There is no
estimated value of the losses flowing from this incident. 198
The Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre noted that in 2010, they had received nine reports of
individuals receiving phishing emails requesting account details for World of Warcraft. However,
there were no reports of individuals falling victim to this phishing scheme or financial loss. 199
6.3.3. Data Breaches
Virtual worlds hold a wealth of information about its registrants, including payment information
containing financial details, and as such may be targets for data breaches. One known incident
of a virtual world data breach is the September 2006 breach affecting Second Life. Linden Lab
announced that they experienced a data breach, though they did not indicate the extent of the
breach or the type of data compromised. Linden Lab investigated the breach and stated that
they suspected the hacker was after source code and Linden dollars, not customer
information. 200
When the breach was discovered, Linden Lab reset all user passwords, assuming that all
passwords were compromised. Linden Lab sent new passwords to the email address provided
by users at the time of registration. As well, Linden Lab established a phone line to answer user
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questions. In response to the security breach, Linden Lab stated that they were implementing a
number of technological and policy changes to prevent a future breach, such as reducing the
amount of customer personal information stored and moving the sensitive personal information
into a secure back-end “vault”. 201
Independent reports speculated that the breach affected data associated with every Second Life
resident in Linden Lab’s payment database, which would include resident names, addresses,
contact information, encrypted passwords, and encrypted payment information. 202 One media
report suggested that the security breach affected 650,000 accounts. 203
Publication of stolen account information from Second Life could lead to embarrassing
revelations as to what residents do in the virtual world. As well, the breach could have been
very damaging for residents who use Second Life in an entrepreneurial manner to conduct
business online. The stolen data had the potential to link Second Life residents with their real
life identities.
6.3.4. Identity Theft
ENISA found that the most important security threat to virtual worlds was the theft of virtual
assets using identity theft. The ENISA survey showed that 30% of users had lost something of
value and only 25% of those had recovered the items. ENISA noted that account credentials
(username and password) are commonly stolen and then used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sell account for real money outside a virtual world
Sell virtual items for game currency
Sell virtual items for real money outside a virtual world
Scam other players
Gain access to information about other players (e.g. guild members) by posing as
another player
Damage an avatar’s reputation or status within the virtual world
Damage a person’s real-world reputation. It is common to buy and sell “celebrity bodies”,
whose use within the virtual world could be considered libelous and lead to damage of
the real-world person’s reputation. 204

In 2009, British police arrested a man on suspicion of a number of computer misuse offences.
The man allegedly hacked into player accounts in Runescape to steal virtual characters and
their possessions. This case was unprecedented in Britain and the investigation was led by the
Central Police e-Crime Unit that was established in 2008. 205
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7. CONSUMER PROTECTION IN VIRTUAL WORLDS
This section examines mechanisms that exist in virtual worlds to assist virtual world consumers
when they are defrauded of their virtual world assets. One school of thought is that of the Magic
Circle, which suggests that all game-related conflicts should be resolved within the virtual world
itself. According to Dutch scholar Huizinga, once the border between what is inside a virtual
world and what is outside a virtual world is crossed, the virtual loses some of its magic. 206 In
particular, three consumer redress mechanisms are explored: in-world social norms; in-world
online dispute resolution; and in-world justice systems. We conclude this section by examining
what happens to virtual world consumers’ assets when a virtual world operator decides to cease
operations.

7.1. In-World Social Norms
Some virtual worlds have community rules that establish social norms for in-world interactions
between players. These community rules are most commonly enforced informally by the
community of virtual world users, with occasional involvement by the virtual world operator. As
noted by Stikova, in-world social conventions apply to a wide range of virtual relationships and
comprise the informal framework that backs up the virtual economies. 207
Second Life has Community Standards that apply to all areas of Second Life, its forums, and
website. 208 There are six forbidden behaviours: 1) intolerance; 2) harassment; 3) assault; 4)
violating privacy; 5) indecency; and 6) disturbing the peace. The Community Standards policy
states: “Generally, violations of the Community Standards will first result in a Warning, followed
by Suspension and eventual Banishment from Second Life. In-World Representatives, called
Liaisons, may occasionally address disciplinary problems with a temporary removal from Second
Life.” Global attacks, defined as “objects, scripts or actions which broadly interfere with or disrupt
the Second Life community, the Second Life servers or other systems related to Second Life”
will not be tolerated. This likely includes viruses and malware. Interestingly, Second Life’s
Community Standards espouses the policy of “Buyer Beware:
Linden Lab does not exercise editorial control over the content of Second Life, and will
make no specific efforts to review the textures, objects, sounds or other content created
within Second Life. Additionally, Linden Lab does not certify or endorse the operation of
in-world games, vending machines, or retail locations; refunds must be requested from
209
the owners of these objects.

World of Warcraft has a different set of rules in their “Code of Conduct” that forbids many similar
behaviours, though assault is notably an acceptable behaviour. There is a prohibition on
scamming or defrauding other players to get “gold, weapons, armor, or any other items that a
user has earned through authorized game play.” 210
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In addition to operator set rules for behaviour, players in Second Life can establish social norms
amongst themselves. For example, Second Life residents can apply rules that apply to land that
they own. This means that residents could ask users to comply with certain rules set by the
resident in order to be allowed entry.
In other worlds, player groupings such as guilds and clans have agreements that impose certain
policies on group members governing member behaviour. Violating such policies may result in
sanctions, such as expulsion, downgrading of rank, or an official complain to the game
operator. 211 Lodder notes that when players seek assistance from the game operator, the
operator will not normally step in since it would mean that one player is chosen over the other. 212

7.2. In-World Dispute Resolution Mechanisms
According to the ENISA survey, almost one in three virtual users did not receive a satisfactory
compensation after experiencing a loss, while another 28% did not even try to recover funds or
claim compensation. 213
7.2.1. Online Dispute Resolution
Online dispute resolution (ODR) lends itself to resolving disputes that originate in the internet
economy. ODR is often championed to be more cost-effective and efficient than traditional forms
of alternative dispute resolution, as parties are often located in different legal jurisdictions and
save on travel expenses. Ethan Katsh suggests that virtual world environments present
opportunities to experiment with online dispute resolution processes and to integrate new
methods for resolving disputes into the fabric of the virtual world. 214 ODR recognizes and builds
upon the centrality of communication and information processing to dispute resolution and there
is a growing interest in and need for dispute resolution in virtual worlds.
If a virtual world participant is aggrieved by another player, their first means of recourse is
through the Terms of Service or Community Standards. This is usually initiated by “opening a
ticket” or filing an abuse report that is queued for service from an employee of the game
operator. The employee interprets the Terms of Service or End User License Agreement and
exercises the operator’s rights accordingly. The employee may warn or suspend the account of
the offending individual or remove materials that should not exist in the virtual world. The game
operator often does not facilitate participants’ attempts to sue other participants by providing
personal information of the other recipient, which makes participants’ attempts to pursue
remedies outside of the virtual world’s Terms of Service futile. 215
In 2006, Second Life received 2,000 ODR requests per day. ENISA notes that this was a very
high number, as its peak number of concurrently active accounts at that time was approximately
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30,000. 216 ENISA warns that ODR can be used as a means to attack other players unfairly,
which may explain the high number of ODR requests in Second Life. 217 If ODR requests can be
used to gain advantage over other players, many users may consider the requests fair play.
7.2.2. Virtual World Justice Systems
In virtual worlds, some users may attempt to set up a virtual world justice system, such as inworld law enforcement, courts and lawyers. In Second Life, there is a Second Life Police
Department. 218 In 2007, the Vancouver Police Department set up avatars and held a recruitment
seminar in Second Life to attract recruits who are technologically savvy. 219
The main sanction available to a virtual world court would be an official complaint to the game
operator. For example, EVE Online players instituted the “Council of Stellar Management”, a
democratically elected body which makes representation to the service players on behalf of
players. 220 Law students attempted to set up the Second Life Superior Court in 2005. Residents
could bring disputes to court to be settled in accordance with the Second Life Community
Standards and the Declaration of the Independence of Avatars. 221 Real world law would not
pose precedent but could help guide decisions. The court would issue fines and could
recommend banishment as in-world penalties for lost causes. The attempt to set up the Second
Life Superior Court was unsuccessful and did not last. Second Life does boast a Second Life
Bar Association, founded by Benjamin Duranske. The Second Life Bar Association (SLBA) is an
informal professional organization that helps members navigate the Second Life legal
landscape. 222 The SLBA holds meetings, lectures, and social events to discuss virtual world law
regularly. Duranske noted in 2007 that trademark infringement occurred in at least 1% of
Second Life transactions, equaling approximately 1.4 million transactions per year.

7.3. Case Study: What Happens When A Virtual World Closes
Given that virtual worlds are privately controlled and operated, residents in the world may
wonder what happens when a virtual world closes. One author has noted that the virtual
economy itself carries an inherently speculative nature that could lead it to collapse:
First, the economy itself is not mature or necessarily stable. As such, unlike the real
world, the virtual economy faces the possibility of a total collapse. Second, the virtual
economy exists solely as a result of the operations of a private company. If the owners
of the virtual world suffer financial problems, the economy and virtual world’s existence
itself may be threatened or completely destroyed. Third, … the virtual world runs the risk
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of competition from other like or comparative worlds. Thus, competition alone could
223
cause the virtual world’s economy to become unstable or collapse.

The closure of virtual world There.com in March 2010 is one such example. There.com was
launched in 2003 as an immersive virtual world designed to encourage user generated content
and socialization tools. There.com also integrated a number of popular brands that brought their
own products and influence to the social world. Brands promoted interesting events in
There.com targeting teenagers, such as the first ever virtual prom event hosted by CosmoGirl
magazine with partners ABC Family and ACUVUE Brand Contact Lenses. 224 Monetary
transactions in There’s economy used Therebucks as virtual currency with real world value.
Therebucks could be purchased directly from There.com, from other members, or from third
party online banks.
There.com announced that it would close in March 2010, blaming decreasing revenue in the
economic recession: “While our membership numbers and the number of people in the world
have continued to grow, there has been a marked decrease in revenue, which, in these
economic times, is no surprise.” 225 After all, There.com’s CEO Michael Wilson remarked “There
is a business, and a business that can’t support itself doesn’t work.” There.com closed
registration and billing immediately, and also promised refunds of all Therebucks made between
February 1, 2010 and March 2, 2010. Purchases made via PayPal or credit card would be
automatically refunded. There.com offered buybacks for developers.
On May 18, 2011, There.com announced that it would be re-opening for registration by invitation
only. There.com will allow all previous members access to their old avatars. 226

8. REAL WORLD CONSUMER PROTECTION FOR VIRTUAL
WORLD PROBLEMS
8.1. Real World Police
Some consumers may turn to real world law enforcement agencies for virtual world problems,
such as virtual property theft. In one notable Chinese case mentioned above, Qiu Chengwei
went to the police after his friend stole virtual property from him and sold it. The police would not
investigate because they did not consider the virtual asset to be real, as they were simply
playing a video game. Chengwei confronted his friend and killed him. In 2008, Geoff Luurs in
Minnesota lost virtual property reportedly worth about $3,800 in Final Fantasy XI. Luurs reported
the incident to police, who dismissed his report saying that here was nothing they could do as
they could not validate any actual dollar loss. 227
There appears to be a disconnect in criminal law, as real world law enforcement agencies are
not familiar with and do not understand the concept of virtual property with real-world value.
Marc Goodman, Senior Advisor to Interpol’s Steering Committee on Information Technology
Crime, suggests that criminals can exploit virtual world technologies at a remarkable speed while
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law enforcement and the criminal justice system struggle to respond to such threats with limited
budgets, finite training and traditional legal regimes. 228 This may change over time as law
enforcement agencies develop an understanding of virtual worlds and equip themselves with
tools to investigate incidents. For example, many real world law enforcement agencies are now
receiving and investigating reported incidents of virtual world crime. 229

8.2. End User License Agreements (EULA) and Terms of Service
The End-User License Agreement (EULA) or the Terms of Service are the main instruments
used by the game operator to govern over the game’s players. Registered users are bound by
the terms as long as they do not conflict with national laws. The EULA is a contract between the
virtual world developer and the real-world individuals behind the in-world avatars and Gilbert
notes that EULAs are the primary source of virtual world law and regulation. 230 The EULA is
drafted by the game operator and is not negotiable by consumers when they register. The EULA
covers key issues affecting the relationship between the game operator and the user with
respect to access and participation in the world, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the terms applicable to the user’s access to the environment;
rules governing intellectual property ownership and use, including use of the game
operator’s intellectual property and whether user content creation is permitted, and if so,
upon what terms;
acceptable conduct such as griefing and cheating (though this may be included under a
separate set of rules, such as “community guidelines” or other rules);
rules for in-world currency trading and whether in-world currency can be traded for real
money;
the consequences of breach of any of the relevant terms;
the governing law of the contract; and
privacy and data handling policies. 231

The Terms of Service are a tool that allows operators to retain the “extensive right to control the
importation of physical world material into the virtual world and have wide latitude to take action
against players in the virtual world, such as suspending service, confiscating property, or
terminating accounts.” 232 Game operators often reserve the right to confiscate or delete assets
without warning in the Terms of Service, however according to the ENISA survey of virtual world
players, only 41% of users were aware of this as a possibility. 233 Archinaco agrees that the
EULA defines the relationship between the game operators and the player, describing the game
operators as “virtual world gods”:
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In essence, despite the active encouragement to deposit real world money, the virtual
world gods still specifically state that the player/participant has no rights to any virtual
items and that the gods reserve the right to modify the virtual world rule set as they see
fit, irrespective of the devaluation (commonly referred to as a “nerf” or “nerfing”) or
inflation of any virtual item. Even in a virtual world that accepts real world dollars, the
same rationale seems to apply as in the Davidson & Associates v. Internet Gateway
case where the court reasoned in upholding a EULA that no one was forcing a
prospective player/customer to play the game. [footnote omitted] If a person does not
like the rule set, he can simply choose to spend his money elsewhere. If he chooses to
deposit his money, the rule set specifically states that there is an obvious and open risk
in depositing money, including the complete devaluation of the virtual “currency”
obtained in exchange for the player’s real world dollars. Again, like a government, the
gods could simply choose to completely devalue the virtual currency at any point in time
234
and for any reason.

Indeed, many commentators are strong opponents of Terms of Service agreements given that
they allow virtual world operators unilateral action over virtual residents. One commentator
coined the term “EULAw” to describe the “centralized process of lawmaking through a form of
non-negotiated, infinitely modifiable, proprietor-friendly regulation.” 235 Where the conflict arises
and the game operator chooses to take action, the operator can enforce any sanction
considered appropriate which may affect the avatar’s in-world assets or in an extreme case,
result in the avatar’s account being terminated. Since the game operator is not an active avatar,
the dispute resolution process does not take place in the virtual world. In fact, if the player
disagrees with what he or she is accused of or takes issue with the sanction, normally the player
has little in the way of recourse, except for court in the real world. Before exploring court cases
dealing with virtual world issues, this section will briefly examine key traits of some virtual world
Terms of Service.
8.2.1. Second Life
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´
Figure 14: Second Life Terms of Service presented to user upon launching software

The Second Life’s Terms of Use appear to grant Second Life residents intellectual property
rights in their creations:
You retain any and all Intellectual Property Rights you already hold under
applicable law in Content you upload, publish, and submit to or through the
Servers, Websites, and other areas of the Service, subject to the rights, licences,
and other terms of this Agreement, including any underlying rights of other users or
236
Linden Lab in Content that you may use or modify.

However, in the same Terms of Service, Linden Lab attempts to limit the intellectual property
rights granted to individuals. This can be evidenced in the following paragraphs within the Terms
of Service:
You agree that by uploading, publishing, or submitting any Content to any publicly
accessible areas of the Service, you hereby grant each user of Second Life a nonexclusive license to access the User Content through the Service, and to use,
reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works of, display, and perform the Content
In-World or otherwise on the Service solely as permitted by you through your
interactions with the Service under these Terms of Service. This license is referred to
as the “User Content License,” and the Content being licensed is referred to as “User
Content.”

…..
You acknowledge that when you receive a User Content License you receive only
licensing and use rights: You therefore do not acquire ownership of any copies of the
Content, or transfer of any copyright or other Intellectual Property Rights in the
Content. You acknowledge that with respect to the use of the words "Buy" and "Sell"
as used in this Agreement and throughout the Service in the context of User Content:
(a) the term "Sell" means "to grant a User Content License in exchange for Linden
dollars or other consideration in accordance with the Terms of Service," (b) the term
236
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"Buy" or "Purchase" means "to receive a User Content License in exchange for
Linden dollars or other consideration in accordance with the Terms of Service," and
(c) the terms "Buyer," "Seller," "Sale" and "Purchaser" and similar terms have
corresponding meanings to their root terms. This includes User Content that may be
237
Bought or Sold on the Second Life Marketplace web site.

…..
Likewise, you agree that in the event of data loss, we will not be liable for any
purported damage or harm arising therefrom. Linden Lab owns the bits and bytes of
electronic data stored on its Servers, and accordingly will not be liable for any
deletion, corruption or data loss that occurs in connection with the Service. Linden Lab
will solely determine any disposition of the electronic data stored on its Servers and
will have no obligation to reproduce, process, transfer, extract or recreate any data
from its Servers. Our ownership of these bits and bytes of electronic data stored in our
Servers does not limit or impair any Intellectual Property Rights you may have in your
238
Content as set forth in Section 7.1…

Further, Linden Lab, the creator of Second Life, has used their Terms of Service to try and limit
any claims arising out of disputes in the virtual world. According to section 4.3 of the Terms of
Service, Linden Lab is not liable for the content, conduct, or services of users or third parties. 239
The section specifically provides that any interactions with other users and the purchase of user
content or user services are entirely at your own risk. Furthermore, section 10.1 of the Terms of
Service provides that Linden Lab is not liable for its users’ actions, and “you release Linden Lab
from any claims relating to other users”. 240 Linden Lab also limits their liability in section 10.2 of
the Terms of Service which provides users “assume all risk of loss from using the service on this
basis”. 241 Section 10.3 states that Linden Lab’s liability is expressly limited and that in no event
will their cumulative liability exceed one hundred dollars. 242
Linden Lab recognizes that user-to-user Linden Dollar exchange activity is a consistent target of
attack for attempted fraud and similar malicious activity. In response, Linden Lab has created a
risk management system in the form of their Exchange Risk API. The Exchange Risk API
provides users a risk value for the particular transaction that Linden Lab has determined. They
claim that this API will allow for legitimate third-party Linden Dollar exchanges to operate with
relatively low fraud activity. 243 However, they specifically state that “in no event do we endorse,
guarantee or insure your purchases from these unaffiliated exchanges”. 244 Additionally,
according to the Terms of Service, Linden Lab has the ability to temporarily suspend users if any
report has been received about suspicious activity.
Section 12.1 of the Terms of Service provides that if a dispute arises between a user and Linden
Lab regarding a claim for less than $10,000, either party may resolve it through Arbitration
instead of Litigation. Furthermore, either party may elect at any point during a dispute to use
non-appearance based-arbitration through an established alternative dispute resolution provider
agreed upon by the parties. 245 However, no mention is made in the Terms of Use of disputes
237
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between users and third parties. Instead, based on section 12.2, users may have to try and use
the applicable law and venue of California. This section represents a change from the original
Terms of Service, which required mandatory arbitration for disputes in California before an
action could be filed. A lawsuit was filed challenging the Terms of Service as unconscionable,
which resulted in this change to the Terms of Service.
Linden Lab has made two other notable changes to its Terms of Service. The first major change
is the restriction on operating or profiting from in-world gambling. The second major change
discussed above was the introduction of restrictions on operating a virtual “bank” in Second
Life. 246 Only banks or other financial institutions such as investment companies and credit
unions that have a real-world presence and are licensed and regulated by real governments
(American or foreign) would be allowed. Linden Lab will verify this status by requiring an
applicable government registration statement or financial institution charter.
8.2.2. Entropia Universe

Figure 15: Entropia Universe End User License Agreement (EULA) presented to user when software
downloaded

Entropia Universe’s Terms of Use contains a disclaimer which states that the creators of
Entropia will not be liable to users for any damages or loss arising from the use of Entropia
Universe. This specifically includes any loss arising from third parties. Additionally, Entropia also
has a Third Party’s Items Purchase Agreement, which is specifically related to transactions
between parties other than MindArk. Section 2 provides that MindArk will not be involved in any
dispute between users. Furthermore it provides that the resolution of any dispute is the
responsibility of parties involved and MindArk will not act as a mediator. Section 3 of the Items
Purchase Agreement provides that users will have no claim or cause of action against MindArk
involving any transactions with third parties. MindArk goes on to limit their liability in any third
party transaction to the fee paid for the particular service. 247
MindArk requires the use of their transaction system for the purchase of PED. Users can make
deposits either on the Entropia Universe account website, or via the in-game transaction system.
MindArk has included this provision to ensure the safety of Entropia users, as the game
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designer may only monitor the validity of a PED for real-world currency through their Transfer
Center. 248 Entropia’s Terms of Service warn of transactions made outside of MindArk’s approved
transaction system as possibly fraudulent, and assigns risk to the user in such scenarios.
MindArk, the makers of Entropia, recognize that transactions concerning payment for virtual
items often involve fraudulent activities. According the Terms of Use, MindArk reserves the right
to take any reasonably necessary measures for preventing fraud including, but not limited to,
making a reservation against a suspected transaction, and banning or terminating an account.
Regarding dispute resolution, section 16.1 of the Terms of Use provides that all disputes shall
be settled by a Swedish court in the city of Gothenburg. It also provides for MindArk’s right to
apply for injunctive and/or other equitable relief in any court of competent jurisdiction. 249 There is
no mention of any other forms of dispute resolution, such as arbitration.
Misleading and deceptive activity are prohibited by the terms, and it is specified that Entropia
cannot be used to commit, support, or communicate any illegal activity on a local, national or
international level. 250
Additionally, MinkArk commits to maintaining records of all transactions with virtual items, 251 and
reserves the right to take any action necessary to stop fraud and non-approved transactions. 252
MindArk’s limitation of liability clause specifies that the company will not be held liable for any
damages, loss, or expense incurred while playing Entropia. If a user is wronged, the Policy
directs users to file a report with MindArk as well as their local police service, given that items in
Entropia have real world value. MindArk specifies that if it is contacted by police, it will submit all
available logs for the investigation.
MindArk’s Terms of Service also dictate that MindArk cannot return any lost items or money to
scammed users, but it will investigate if a user reports another participant as a ‘scammer.’ From
there, it will treat each situation uniquely, and disciplinary actions could vary from issuing a
warning to permanent expulsion from Entropia.
8.2.3. EVE Online
The EVE Online EULA limits CCP’s liability for all claims to an amount equivalent to the value of
one month’s subscription fees. The EULA also states that the governing law and exclusive forum
for resolving any dispute or claim arising out of the EULA or relating to any rights is Iceland:
“You hereby expressly waive and agree not to raise any and all objections based on personal
jurisdiction, venue and/or inconvenience of such forum and agree to the jurisdiction of the
District Court of Reykjavík, Iceland.” 253
EVE Online’s Terms of Service state: “You may not advertise, employ, market, or promote any
form of solicitation – including pyramid schemes and chain letters – in the EVE Online game
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world or on the website.” 254 As has already been discussed, the bank fraud perpetrated by Cally
was basically a Ponzi scheme. Lim suggests that the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission regards a Ponzi scheme as a type of pyramid scheme. 255 EVE Online’s Terms of
Service additionally state: “You will not violate any local, state, national or international laws or
regulations.” And yet, despite EVE Online’s Terms of Service that prohibit Ponzi schemes and
violations of real-world laws, CCP declared that Cally did not break the rules of the game
because fraud and deception are part of gameplay.
There is no provision that provides for the compensation of defrauded players in the game.
The Terms of Service also state that CCP reserves the right to ban any user from the game
without refund or compensation. 256 The EULA goes further, stating:
If for any reason the EULA is terminated with regard to any or all of your Accounts,
those Accounts will be closed, upon which all rights granted to you under the EULA
shall terminate with regard to the closed Accounts, and you must discontinue your use
of the Software, and you may not access the System or play the Game under any
closed Account, and all the attributes of the Accounts, including characters, items and
currency in the Accounts, will be lost. If for any reason the EULA is terminated, you
will not be entitled to compensation for the past time you spent playing EVE, for the
real or projected value of your Account were it to be sold, or for any other
compensation, other than a prorated refund of prepaid subscription fees under certain
257
circumstances as expressly set forth in the EULA.

The EVE Online EULA also classifies all objects, currency and items acquired by characters as
the sole and exclusive property of CCP:
You have no interest in the value of your time spent playing the Game, for example,
by the building up of the experience level of your character and the items your
character accumulates during your time playing the Game. Your Account, and all
attributes of your Account, including all corporations, actions, groups, titles and
characters, and all objects, currency and items acquired, developed or delivered by or
to characters as a result of play through your Accounts, are the sole and exclusive
property of CCP, including any and all copyrights and intellectual property rights in or
258
to any and all of the same, all of which are hereby expressly reserved.

8.2.4. World of Warcraft
Like the other games, the World of Warcraft (WoW) End User License Agreement contains a
disclaimer which states that the entire risk arising out of use or performance of the Game
remains with the user. 259 Additionally, Blizzard limits their liability in contract, tort, strict liability
and otherwise to the total fees paid by user’s to Blizzard during the six months prior to the time
the claim arose.
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According to World of Warcraft’s Terms of Use Agreement, WoW monitors game play in order to
try and prevent unauthorized access and fraud of user’s accounts. Provision (A) in the
“Acknowledgements” section within the Agreement provides that the game may monitor user’s
random access memory for unauthorized third party programs running concurrently. 260 Also,
Provision (B) states that Blizzard (the creator’s) may obtain certain identification information
about user’s computers to provide to police and to enforce the terms of use agreement.
Similarly, provision (D) notes that Blizzard may monitor, record, review, modify and disclose chat
sessions.
World of Warcraft also has a number of dispute resolution mechanisms in the “Dispute
Resolution and Governing Law” section of the Terms of Use Agreement. 261 It provides for
Informal Negotiations in order to expedite resolution and control the cost of disputes and claims.
It states that users agree to first attempt to negotiate any dispute informally for at least thirty
days before initiating arbitration. If a dispute is unable to be resolved through Informal
Negotiation, provision (B) calls for resolution through binding arbitration. 262 Any election to
arbitrate by one party shall be final and binding on the other. However, there are exceptions to
both Informal Negotiations and Arbitration. Provision (D) provides that disputes related to
allegations of theft, piracy, and invasion of privacy will not be subject to informal negotiations or
arbitration and will be settled by a court of competent jurisdiction within the County of Los
Angeles, California.
Blizzard states: “[E]very day, we encounter players who have been negatively affected and
targeted by companies offering these services.” 263 Blizzard provides a Scam Policy to help
players avoid fraud. They stress that “there is no room in World of Warcraft for players who wish
to engage in this sort of [fraudulent] behavior, and severe action will be taken against known
habitual scammers.” 264 Blizzard offers that victims of an in-game scam should report the issue to
in-game support staff immediately, and when it may verify that a scam took place, it will assist
with item recovery (it also specifies that recovery is not a guarantee).
Any report of an out-of-game scam will not see assistance from Blizzard. The company states
that “[w]e do not support, condone, or investigate these types of transactions, as all data
contained on the World of Warcraft servers is property of Blizzard Entertainment and cannot be
bought or sold without the express written permission of Blizzard Entertainment.” 265

8.3. Seeking Justice in Real World Courts
When virtual world disputes are not satisfactorily resolved in-world, players may turn to real
world courts to enforce their rights. As Lastowka states: “When disputes arise over the
disposition of significant amounts of valuable property, the law can usually be called upon to sort
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things out. … When tens of millions of people start spending billions of dollars on virtual objects,
there will inevitably be disputes that lead to lawsuits.” 266
Lastowka notes that there are at least 200 legal publications and many court cases dealing with
the interplay of law and virtual worlds, yet there is no authoritative body of virtual law or a
consensus that the field should exist as a separate arena of legal doctrine. The field is still very
much characterized by questions rather than answers. There is not yet Canadian jurisprudence
in this area to test whether Canadian law would enforce a value established, earned, or
transferred in a virtual world. This section does not seek to provide a thorough legal analysis for
virtual world issues as these are complex legal issues, rather this section serves as a general
outline of legal issues that are commonly discussed in the context of virtual worlds. There are a
few legal cases that indicate how courts may address virtual world disputes in the real world,
however, most discussion has taken place in academic literature.
8.3.1. Bragg v. Linden Research
Marc Bragg, an attorney from Pennsylvania, filed a lawsuit against Linden Lab raising the
question of whether home ownership in Second Life was real. Lastoka describes the facts as
follows:
Linden Lab claimed that Bragg had used a forbidden technique to purchase land that
was not officially listed for public sale. To punish Bragg, Linden Lab … banned Bragg
permanently from Second Life, canceling his account. After doing so, it put up all of
Bragg’s virtual land for resale. In essence, Bragg was forcibly evicted from the virtual
world, and his feudal fief was subject to forfeiture. … Bragg had lost access not only to
the land he had purchased in the disputed auction, but to all of his virtual property,
267
worth thousands of real dollars.

Bragg filed a lawsuit in Pennsylvania seeking reimbursement for his property losses. Linden Lab
claimed that “land” in Second Life was a service that Linden Lab provided and was free to
cancel at any time. Linden Lab also claimed that Bragg had been explicitly informed of the
nature of his purchase by consenting to the End User License Agreement, including the
statement:
Linden Lab has the right at any time for any reason or no reason to suspend or
terminate your Account, terminate this Agreement, and/or refuse any and all current or
268
future use of the Service without notice or liability to you.

Bragg argued that the contract was unfair in favour of Linden Lab and that it was legally
“unconscionable” and the court should not enforce it. He also argued that Linden Lab promised
ownership of virtual land to its users in advertising but delivered an entirely different promise in
its Terms of Service. In May 2007, the Pennsylvania court issued an opinion on preliminary
issues with the following summary of the dispute:
Bragg contends that Defendants, the operators of the virtual world, unlawfully
confiscated his virtual property and denied him access to their virtual world. Ultimately
266
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at issue in this case are the novel questions of what rights and obligations grow out of
the relationship between the owner and creator of a virtual world and its residentcustomers. While the property and the world where it is found are “virtual,” the dispute
269
is real.

The court decided only on the legal issue of whether the arbitration clause in the Terms of
Service was enforceable. Linden Lab claimed that before Bragg could file a lawsuit, its Terms of
Service required Bragg to travel to California and meet with an arbitration board in an effort to
resolve the dispute without litigation. Bragg claimed that this provision was unconscionable and
could not be enforced against him. The judge agreed with Bragg and ruled that the arbitration
clause was not enforceable. After this decision, the dispute was settled with Linden Lab
reinstating the virtual land and the remaining terms of settlement confidential. Thus, the question
of the legal status of virtual property interests remains unanswered.
Linden Lab revised its Terms of Service following the Bragg case. The revisions give users the
option to participate in binding, non-appearance-based arbitration and caps the amount in
dispute for arbitration at $10,000. The revised Terms of Service have not appeared to be tested
by a court and likely seek to ensure that the Terms will not be struck down as unconscionable in
subsequent litigation.
8.3.2. Other Notable Cases
There have been a few cases around the world in which courts have characterized virtual goods
as goods. For example, in the Netherlands, the conviction of two youths for stealing virtual
goods led the court to characterize the virtual goods as goods under Dutch law to find that there
was a theft.
In 2007, Anthony Hernandez brought a class action claim in federal court in Florida against IGE,
a company that specializes in the sale of virtual gold. Hernandez, a player in World of Warcraft,
alleged that IGE violated the World of Warcraft Terms of Use by gold farming and argued that
IGE’s actions ruined that game for WoW players. The case settled before the case went to trial,
with IGE agreeing to cease its operations in WoW for five years. 270
In April 2010, a class action was filed in Pennsylvania against Linden Lab alleging that
ownership rights promised by Linden Lab were undermined by unilateral changes in the terms of
service. The lawsuit was filed on behalf of individuals who owned, possessed, purchased,
created or sold virtual land or other items of virtual property in Second Life. The action claimed
that Linden Lab had misled the plaintiffs into investing in virtual property in the belief that these
individuals would own the property, free to do with it as they saw fit. The suit alleged that Linden
Lab stated its intentions to change its business model to open source, which would significantly
devalue the property owned by the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs sought a minimum of $5 million USD
in damages. 271This follows the Bragg case that found that elements of the terms of service were
a contract of adhesion and thus unenforceable. 272
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8.3.3. Jurisdiction
A popular question that is often asked in media and legal blogs is whether “real” laws should
apply to virtual world communities. If “real” laws are agreed to apply, it also begs the question
which “real” laws should apply to virtual worlds. Traditionally, law has been tied to spatial
territory or subject matter jurisdiction. The emergence of the internet as a platform for electronic
communications and commerce created dialogue challenging territorial notions of legal
jurisdiction. Some legal scholars were very passionate about the need for cyberspace
sovereignty and cyber law. 273 Other scholars argued that traditional regulatory powers and
jurisdictional concepts should be applied to the internet to resolve new questions according to
existing rules. 274
Lastowka suggests that the practical effectiveness and legitimacy of law is slipping today in
response to the growing importance of online environments. Applied to virtual worlds, legal
scholars seem less willing to challenge the jurisdictional independence of virtual worlds, which
are seen to be places that simulate territories without having territorial borders and may have the
presumptive right to make their own separate rules. 275 Lastowka surmises that “[i]t seems
doubtful that existing territorial governments will spontaneously recognize virtual jurisdictions as
zones of legal autonomy merely because such autonomy might be deemed legitimate as a
matter of political philosophy by legal commentators.” 276 Virtual world operators are not
interested in creating virtual legislatures or virtual governments, as this is seen as a way to lose
money by developing a costly form of “customer service”. According to Lastowka, the invisible
hand of the market has shaped virtual worlds into zones of private corporate authority.
An article in the American Bar Association SciTech Lawyer magazine suggested that in applying
real-world law to virtual worlds, the individual characteristics of the world must be considered in
relation to the cause of action and the applied legal theory. Jay Gairson suggested that four
questions should be asked: (1) what is the nature of the virtual world; (2) what is the relationship
between the cause of action and the virtual world; (3) what is the world’s Terms of Service or
EULA, and how does it apply to the cause of action; and (4) what are the social norms within the
virtual world? 277 The nature of the virtual world – be it competitive-style, cooperative-style, and
creative-style – affects the world rules and what is acceptable behaviour. If a behaviour is
accepted within the world rules, it is unreasonable to enable legal action outside of the virtual
world. Gairson summarizes three types of causes of action that arise: acceptable in-world acts,
unacceptable in-world acts, and out-of-world acts that affect or are affected by the world. In
general, a cause of action within the virtual world context is best handled by a party designated
beforehand. However, if the designated party does not respond to the cause of action, then legal
action against the party for failure to perform the duty may be appropriate. If the virtual world
Terms of Service or EULA is valid, it must be read carefully to determine if the cause of action is
within its terms. Finally, the social norms of a virtual world may strengthen or weaken a
proposed cause of action. If the action is within the social norms of the world, then it is unlikely to
provide a cause of action unless the EULA or Terms of Service were violated.
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8.3.4. Legal Recognition of Property Rights
The legal concept of property is commonly used to denote everything that is the subject of
ownership, whether tangible or intangible, visible or invisible, real or personal. In a strict legal
sense, property is the “bundle of rights” that are guaranteed and protected by the government.
Ownership refers to the unrestricted and exclusive right to a thing and the right to dispose of it in
a legal way, to possess it, to use it, and to exclude everyone else from interfering with it.
Whether legal property rights attach to assets held in virtual worlds is still a very debatable
question. The concept of possession is fundamental to property law as it can itself be a property
right under common law regimes or a fact that enjoys certain protection by law in civil law
regimes. 278
Some commentators suggest that there are normative justifications for the legal recognition of
user rights in virtual property. Leah Shen argues that the market for trading in virtual items is
highly inefficient because society has not created property rights for virtual items. 279 Some courts
have chosen to treat virtual property as any other personal property owned by the players, as
discussed above. However, as noted by Shen, treating virtual property as real-life property does
not help decide who is the proper owner of the virtual property – the player or the virtual world
operator. Shen suggests that based on equity and policy analysis, some property rights should
be granted to players in a way that would benefit virtual societies.
Creativity and ownership are two key features of Second Life that it uses to distinguish itself from
other virtual worlds or traditional MMOs. Ownership is closely connected to creativity, as Linden
Lab’s recognition of user intellectual property rights for their in-world creations spurs creativity of
its users and promotes in-world innovation. According to Riley, ownership and creativity in
Second Life foster commodification because “they allow for the creation of not only innovation
products by users, but also a scarcity of those products and, consequently, the creation of a
marketplace.” 280
The discussion of how to apply property law concepts to new contexts such as virtual worlds will
continue and be of utmost importance as consumers invest significant time and money creating
spaces and items in virtual worlds. Determining the appropriate limits of property law is no
simple task. Underlying principles and notions of property must be studied in order to facilitate
their proper application to virtual worlds.
8.3.5. Contracts Between Virtual Worlds and Consumers
Contracts are private agreements between two or more persons that create, modify, or destroy a
legal relation. Contract law gives contracting parties the freedom to bind each other to the rules
they desire, within certain limits. For example, contracts can convey rights in intangible assets
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that are equivalent to rights that exist in tangible assets like property, such as the right to
exclude others from the use of that asset. 281
The Terms of Service of virtual worlds often refer to the agreement as a “license”. A license is
generally understood to be a grant of permission that does not convey a right of possession to
the licensee. In the area of intellectual property law, a license grants permission to do something
that would otherwise constitute infringement. Licenses are also used to transfer rights in other
types of intangible assets, such as the virtual assets developed in online environments such as
Second Life. 282 The difficulty with defining virtual world user rights within a license is that a
license does not give a community any defined property rights. Instead, courts often defer to the
freedom of contract when faced with a license agreement.
Allowing contracts to govern virtual worlds and to define the boundaries of virtual property rights
is likely to become problematic given the asymmetrical nature of the Terms of Service and
EULA. Virtual world operator attempts to prevent formation of property rights or to customize
property rights in the Terms of Service are not likely to legally enforced. 283 As discussed above,
virtual world Terms of Service and EULA are the main instruments used by virtual world
operators to govern its players and often iterates the virtual world operator’s unequivocal right to
interfere with the player’s virtual world existence and gameplay. Furthermore, consumers have
no ability to negotiate the terms of the contract, which is inconsistent with the theory and
justifications underlying contract law. Consumers may presume that the terms are reasonable
and focus on variables that they consider most important to the transaction, such as price.
Despite issues with EULAs, many courts are willing to enforce their terms and as a result,
businesses tend to use form contracts to protect themselves in the event of a legal dispute.
8.3.6. The Applicability of Consumer Protection Laws
The contracts-based and property-based approaches to the judicial recognition of virtual assets
are problematic because they require a court to first find aspects of the virtual world’s Terms of
Service unenforceable in order to proceed with the other legal questions. Consumer protection
laws provide the best doctrinal grounds for aggrieved virtual world users to seek and receive
judicial relief. From a policy perspective, consumer protection law can cover fringes of the law
not yet reached by common law doctrine and takes into account the company’s representations
made to consumers. Additionally, according to Riley, “the more commodified an environment
becomes, the more its market participants are able to rely effectively on consumer protection
law, because commodification itself transforms these participants into consumers, a group that
the legislature has singled out for protection based on their status as such.” 284 This means that
Canadian consumers may be able to rely upon competition protection in the forms of in the
Competition Act and provincial consumer protection legislation. For example, provincial
consumer protection legislation may be helpful by declaring certain terms in form consumer
contracts invalid, such as mandatory arbitration clauses. 285
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*****
It is currently unclear what the legal status and rights of virtual world users and providers are in
relation to property rights and contractual obligations. If a consumer turned to real-world courts
in an effort to assert rights over virtual assets in a virtual world or to seek damages for a wrong
conducted in a virtual world, there would be several complicated legal issues at play. Where an
in-game fraud was perpetrated by a third party that is not the world operator, such as another
player, the consumer may not be able to ascertain the real-world identity of the perpetrator in
order to seek justice in real-world courts. For example, questions of jurisdiction and the
applicability of certain terms in the EULA such as mandatory arbitration clauses may need to be
resolved before the merit of the heart of the dispute can be examined. Resolving these
questions will likely take years to resolve in court. The experience of American cases dealing
with virtual world disputes shows that commenced actions have resulted in settlements.
Unfortunately, this does not advance legal precedent or provide greater clarity for consumers
wishing to seek justice through real-world courts.

9. REAL WORLD REGULATORS AND VIRTUAL WORLD
TRANSACTIONS
With the emergence of virtual worlds and virtual world economies, there has been much
academic dialogue regarding whether real world regulations should apply to virtual worlds. Realworld regulation arguably applies in virtual worlds to financial transactions conducted in-world.
Some authors have cautioned against over-regulation of virtual worlds, suggesting that overregulation would stifle the development and differentiation of new communities and the costs of
real-world regulation would outweigh the benefits of virtual commerce. 286

9.1. Real world regulators and virtual world financial transactions
Virtual world financial activity raises a number of issues for real-world financial regulators and
one commentator has argued that under current rules, some virtual world financial transactions
are transactions in securities and therefore subject to registration requirements and fraud liability
under securities laws. 287
One American case, Securities and Exchange Commission v. SG, Ltd. provides the framework
for determining when a transaction that arises outside of traditional securities exchanges must
conform to federal securities law. 288 StockGeneration, Ltd. hosted a website that offered internet
users an opportunity to buy shares in several different “‘virtual companies’ listed on the website’s
‘virtual stock exchange’”. StockGeneration established arbitrary prices for the buying and selling
of shares for these imaginary companies in biweekly rounds and guaranteed that investors could
buy and sell the shares at these posted prices. The litigation focused on StockGeneration’s
offerings of shares in a “privileged company” guaranteed to “unfailingly appreciate”. Over 800
American players invested real money in virtual shares of imaginary companies and generated
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revenues that enabled StockGeneration to deposit over $7 million in foreign bank accounts. 289
However, in early 2000, players could no longer redeem their virtual shares when
StockGeneration suspended all pending requests to draw funds, sharply reduced account
balances, and stopped responding to player requests for refunds. Despite this, StockGeneration
continued to accept new investments on its website. The Securities Exchange Commission
(SEC) investigated these events and filed suit on suspicion that StockGeneration was operating
a Ponzi scheme.
The SEC alleged that StockGeneration’s operations constituted “a fraudulent scheme in violation
of registration and antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws.” 290 The court held that the
transactions were classified as an investment contract according to the Securities Act of 1933
and the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 with no exception for games or gaming. This
meant that StockGeneration was required to comply with federal securities law.
Legal scholars argue that this precedent demonstrates the court’s willingness to choose
substance over form and increases the likelihood that real world laws will be applied to virtual
worlds. 291 One commentator suggested that Ginko Financial offered investments in Second Life
that were securities and should be subjected to suit by the SEC for failure to abide by statutory
filing and trading standards. 292
9.1.1. Canadian regulators and virtual worlds
Real-world regulations have been used to manage certain types of businesses in virtual worlds.
As discussed above, Linden Lab changed its policies following the Ginko Financial bank run so
as to require proof of a real-world banking charter before opening a financial institution in
Second Life. In PIAC’s consultation with the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions
(OFSI) which is the primary regulator and supervisor of federally regulated deposit-taking
institutions, insurance companies, and federally regulated private pension plans, OSFI noted
that OSFI has not done any specific work in the area of virtual banks. 293 OSFI would have to first
determine whether the Bank Act would apply to a virtual bank. 294 The Bank Act would apply only
if the virtual bank was a foreign bank and if the virtual bank’s operations could be construed as
doing business in Canada. The Bank Act might also apply if these virtual banks were using the
word “bank” in their name or to describe their business in Canada, as the use of the word “bank”
is restricted and requires an approval from OSFI. This would only come into play if OSFI could
confirm that the virtual bank’s operations were, in fact, in Canada.
In addition, PIAC consulted with the Ombudsman for Banking Services and Investments (OBSI),
an independent service for resolving banking services and investment disputes with their
customers. PIAC inquired whether OBSI received any complaints from consumers regarding
virtual worlds and virtual world banks. OBSI reported that they had not received any complaints
related to virtual worlds.
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There have also been suggestions that tax collection agencies such as the American Internal
Revenue Services (IRS) and the Canadian Revenue Agency (CRA) should issue guidance
regarding how taxpayers should report economic activities in virtual worlds. 295 The CRA
confirmed that once income in virtual worlds is pulled out and becomes tangible and real, users
must report it on their tax return. 296 Brendan Burns discussed the scholarly debate that has
arisen over whether exchanges of virtual goods for virtual currency or other virtual goods taking
place entirely within a virtual world should be taxed. 297 The Chinese government imposed a 20%
tax on income generated from trading virtual currencies in September 2008. 298

9.2. Should virtual currencies be regulated by real world regulators?
The emergence of virtual currencies has brought with it the suggestion for regulation of
economic transactions involving virtual currencies. Virtual currencies can be used to purchase
virtual goods within a variety of online communities, which could include virtual worlds but also
include social networking websites, and online gaming sites. For example, Facebook users can
purchase Facebook Credits with real money to purchase things on Facebook, such as premium
items in games like Farmville. Another example is that of Bitcoin, an experimental digital
currency that enables instant payments over decentralized peer-to-peer network transactions.
Bitcoins can be exchanged for other virtual currencies or for real money.
Some governments have begun regulating economic transactions in virtual worlds. For example,
Japan’s regulators will regulate consumer protection for virtual world operators that receive
consideration from their users for virtual currency. 299 In March 2009, Japan announced
regulations on prepaid money services and fund transfer services that could apply to virtual
currencies.
In China, the government announced rules that prohibit virtual currencies from being exchanged
for any real items, limiting their use to purchases of virtual items in 2009. 300 This regulatory
pronouncement came about because of the growth and adoption of online play money called the
QQ coin, which was created by internet firm Tencent to allow its 233 million regular registered
users to shop for treats in its virtual world. In 2006, online game sites beyond Tencent started
accepting QQ coins as payment, a scenario that was not planned by Tencent. The coins appeal
as a safer, more practical way to conduct small online purchases such as for ringtones or virtual
flowers for instant messaging friends because credit cards are not commonplace in China. Users
use informal online currency marketplaces to sell QQ coins for cash at a discount. Online
shoppers began using QQ coins to purchase real-world items. At one point, the QQ coin was
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China’s fastest rising currency. 301 In 2010, the Chinese government announced that it would
prohibit companies that operate platforms for online virtual currency transactions from providing
services to minors in an effort to prevent abuses. 302
In the United States, the American Bankers Association (ABA) has called for regulation of virtual
currencies. The ABA called on the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to consider regulating
virtual currencies given that in some cases virtual currencies, which were initially developed to
help individuals manage virtual credits earned through online games, have also been used to
pay developers of applications. The ABA stated that the use of virtual currencies can be
expected to expand even further. 303

10. CONCLUSION
There are a number of virtual worlds with developing virtual economies. Virtual world operators
have instituted varying policies that shape their virtual world economy. There are open
economies where creativity is encouraged and intellectual property rights are granted to the
users with free currency exchange between the real world and the virtual world and vice versa.
Some virtual world operators have prescribed limits on certain types of financial transactions that
can take place in-world, such as banking or pyramid schemes. Other virtual worlds promote
player deception and acts that would be fraudulent in the real-world as part of “game play”.
Some virtual worlds operate closed economies in which players can trade assets and property
in-world but prohibit the exchange of virtual currency for real money. However, real money trade
exists and thrives on third party websites regardless of the operator’s prohibitions.
Virtual economies have seen examples of fraud in-world, such as bank runs at financial
institutions set up by players, investment schemes in virtual securities markets, theft and
pyramid schemes. Virtual world consumers have lost in-world assets and property due to these
scams. Furthermore, virtual worlds have been used for fraudulent activities in the real world,
such as money laundering, chargeback fraud, and identity theft.
Efforts to set up in-world justice systems for virtual world fraud have not been successful and
where virtual consumers lose money in a virtual world due to fraud, they are unable to find
compensation for their losses, as the harshest sanction for a virtual world operator is to banish
the offending player from the virtual world. The operator will not issue refunds. In some cases,
virtual world players have turned to real world authorities for assistance. Some countries such as
the Netherlands have seen criminal convictions flowing from virtual fraud, but law enforcement
agencies are still learning about virtual worlds.
Virtual world operators use the End-User License Agreement (EULA) or Terms of Service to
govern over the players of the game. The EULA is a non-negotiable instrument to which
consumers must agree in order to play and establishes the virtual world operator’s unequivocal
right to take unilateral actions in-world and with player accounts. Consumers should be made
more aware of the risks to their in-world assets and property. Users may not be so aware that it
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is a possibility that providers may permanently delete or confiscate assets without warning, thus
users should be aware of this fact and take it into account when valuing assets. Some virtual
world EULAs also attempt to limit the operator’s liability, stipulate mandatory arbitration or
jurisdiction in their terms. The enforceability of these terms in real world courts have been
questioned and in one case in the United States, the court ruled that a mandatory arbitration
term in the Linden Lab Terms of Service was unconscionable and thus unenforceable.
Real world case law is not yet helpful as it remains unclear what the legal status and rights of
virtual world users and providers are in relation to property rights and contractual obligations. At
the moment, there does not appear to be any Canadian case law pertaining to virtual worlds. If a
consumer turned to real-world courts in an effort to assert rights over virtual assets in a virtual
world or to seek damages for a wrong conducted in a virtual world, there would be several
complicated legal issues at play. Where an in-game fraud was perpetrated by a third party that is
not the world operator, such as another player, the consumer may not be able to ascertain the
real-world identity of the perpetrator in order to seek justice in real-world courts. For example,
questions of jurisdiction and the applicability of certain terms in the EULA such as mandatory
arbitration clauses may need to be resolved before the merit of the heart of the dispute can be
examined. Resolving these questions will likely take years to resolve in court. The experience of
American cases dealing with virtual world disputes shows that commenced actions have
resulted in settlements. Unfortunately, this does not advance legal precedent or provide greater
clarity for consumers wishing to seek justice through real-world courts.
Real-world regulators around the world have been examining virtual world economies and
contemplating whether real-world regulation should be applied to financial transactions
conducted in-world, for example, applying securities and payments regulations with a view to
providing greater consumer protection to virtual world users. These discussions are only in
nascent stages and should be monitored to ensure that consumer protection is at the forefront.
Daden Limited suggests that the future of virtual worlds has not yet been realized. Currently,
serious use of virtual worlds is for training, learning and collaboration. We are only now
completing the startup phase with a number of isolated virtual worlds. Kids and teenagers who
grew up with Club Penguin, Neopets and Runescape will only continue to spur the growth of
virtual worlds. Daden Limited predicts that 2010-2020 will see the growth phase as virtual worlds
goes mainstream and the model of isolated virtual worlds becomes unsustainable. 2015-2030
will see virtual worlds combining and migrating to open standards to support the 2030-2050
universal stage where virtual world usage is a “standard” part of the internet and every internet
user has a virtual world experience. 304
As virtual worlds continue growing as economic spaces for consumer participation, consumer
protection will be of utmost importance. Virtual world experiences are now blending into social
networking websites and other areas of electronic commerce. Further research should be done
on specific consumer issues, such as virtual currency as legal tender, liability for economic
transactions in virtual worlds, monitoring consumer dispute resolution processes in-world and
with the virtual world operator, and avatar privacy.
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